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Abstract
In this thesis, we will present two methods for identifying binding events in ChIP-Seq data.
The motivation of this venture is to propose a complete read generating process under a
probabilistic graphical model framework which will determine more accurately binding event
locations and enforce alignment of events across conditions. More specifically, we will first
propose the so-called Spatial Coupling method which exploits the relative positions of reads
by assuming dependent assignment of events to close reads. Second, we will present the so-
called Temporal Coupling method, whose goal is to align events across multiple conditions
assuming that a transcription factor binds to the same genomic coordinates across conditions.
We test the Spatial Coupling using toy and real data comparing it with a Simple Mixture
model, where the independence assumption between reads' positions and their assignments
is taken into account. We show that the latter is generally superior in terms of locating
the events more accurately and more efficient in terms of running time to the proposed
method. In addition, we apply Temporal Coupling to synthetic and real data and show that
it achieves alignment across conditions unlike the Simple Mixture one. Furthermore, we show
by using synthetic data that even if the binding events are not aligned or not present in all
conditions, the algorithm still holds its alignment property and avoids calling false positive
peaks in places where do not actually exist. Lastly, we demonstrate that when binding events
are aligned, the spatial resolution of Temporal Coupling is better than that of the Simple
Mixture model and furthermore better sensitivity and specificity are achieved.
Thesis Supervisor: David K. Gifford
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The identification of DNA-protein binding sites provides key information about the mecha-
nisms that underly gene regulation and chromatin organization. Protein-DNA interactions
provide insights into transcription initiation and structural modifications (e.g. histone mod-
ification) that take place in order to promote or repress transcription. Binding site discovery
can also assist in learning how different molecules (e.g. transcription factors) act synergisti-
cally or even auto-regulatory to achieve a certain result.
Techniques for quantifying the amount and determining the regions bound by transcrip-
tion factors (or other binding molecules) establish an appropriate framework for identifying
binding sites of interest. The most widely used methods are ChIP-Chip and ChIP-Seq,
which measure where a transcription factor of interest binds based on the DNA that is co-
immunoprecipitated with the protein. More details on these two methods will be given later
on.
However, even with these techniques, it is difficult to determine a binding site with high
resolution since the ChIP signal at a given locus is affected by several factors: the fraction of
cells with the binding event occurring at the time of cross-linking, the binding affinity at that
location, the efficiency of cross-linking or immunoprecipitation of the protein-DNA complex
and the efficiency of the amplification and hybridization of the DNA fragments containing
the site [6].
As it becomes apparent ChIP-Seq data is noisy and thus make the exact determination of
binding events challenging. Previous tools for binding site discovery on ChIP-Seq data gen-
erally either discover binding sites conforming to a general peak profile or being significantly
enriched relative to some background distribution or control sample. However, no method
has thus far proposed a potential process of generating binding events through a complete
probabilistic model. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, there is no previous method
which has addressed the need for binding event alignment across conditions.
The motivation of this thesis is therefore to propose a read generating process under
a complete probabilistic framework and to address the problem of event alignment across
conditions. Since previous methods relied only on what is observed (reads) rather than
considering as well what is hidden (events), we anticipate that by providing a thorough
generating process framework we are going to improve spatial resolution of events and fur-
thermore sensitivity and specificity. In the case of multiple conditions, we additionally seek
to provide alignment of events since the locations where transcription factors are bound are
not expected to change across conditions.
In this thesis, we present probabilistic based methods for discovering events utilizing the
relative positions of reads and data from multiple conditions. The first method, Spatial
Coupling, will test the hypothesis that better spatial resolution is accomplished given the
assumption that proximal reads are likely to be the result of the same binding event. That
is, reads that are close to each other are expected to be generated from the same binding
event. So, we will model this constraint by considering that the assignment of a read to an
event will affect the assignment of its closest read.
The second method, Temporal Coupling, will assess the hypothesis that better spatial
resolution, sensitivity and specificity are achieved by assuming that events occurring in
different conditions are expected to be located at the same position (since a protein is
likely to bind to the same DNA target across conditions, unless data suggest evidence to
the contrary). Therefore, we will introduce a dependency between the calling of events at
different conditions.
1.1 Biological Background
In this section, we are going to describe the biology behind our problem beginning from very
essential concepts and definitions. We will start by first presenting the process of Transcrip-
tion Factor (TF) binding in Subsection 1.1.1, then briefly describe the immunoprecipitation
process ( Subsection 1.1.2), and finally outline the two most popular methods of identifying
binding sites on the genome with the aid of immunoprecipitation; ChIP-Chip ( Subsection
1.1.3) and ChIP-Seq ( Subsection 1.1.4).
1.1.1 TF Binding
Binding sites are regions of protein, DNA or RNA where specific molecules are bound. DNA
binding sites are usually short DNA sequences (typically, 4-30 bp long, but up to 200 bp for
recombination sites). When categorized according to their biological function, they are split
into restriction, recombination and Transcription Factor (TF) binding sites. We are going
to focus solely on the last category.
TFs are proteins that bind to specific DNA sequences and thereby regulate transcription.
They can either act as activators (by promoting) or repressors (by blocking) the recruitment
of RNA polymerase, the enzyme which catalyzes the transcription of DNA to RNA. They
bind either to distal enhancers or proximal promoter regions.
In more detail, TFs may contain the following domains: a DNA-Binding Domain (DBD)
which physically contacts the DNA, a Trans-Activation Domain (TAD) which may interact
with other proteins such as transcription co-regulators and an optional Signal Sensing Do-
main (SSD) which senses external signals and in response transmits these signals to the rest
of the transcription complex thus coordinating the regulation of a gene.
A defining feature of a TF (unlike other binding molecules such as co-activators, histone
acetylases, deacetylases, kinases and methylases) is that their DNA Binding Domains (DBDs)
attach to specific sequences of DNA.
A typical schematic of a TF is depicted below:
Lastly, it is worth mentioning that TF binding preferences are typically represented
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Figure 1-1: Schematic diagram of the amino acid sequence of a Transcription
Factor (TF).
A TF contains (1) a DNA-Binding Domain (DBD), a (2) Trans-Activation Domain (TAD)
and a (3) Signal Sensing Domain (SSD). The order presented here may differ in different
types of TFs. Furthermore, the trans-activation and signal sensing functions are usually
contained within the same domain.
using Position Specific Weight Matrices (PSWM) and are often depicted using sequence
logos rather than consensus sequences, since DNA binding sites for a given TF are usually
all different and have varying degrees of affinity.
1.1.2 Immunoprecipitation
Immunoprecipitation (IP) is a technique of precipitating a protein using an antibody to
bind to that particular protein. By this process, a protein of interest can be isolated from a
sample containing thousands of different proteins. There are different types of immunoprecip-
itation including individual protein ImmunoPrecipitation (IP), protein complex ImmunoPre-
cipitation (co-IP), Chromatin ImmunoPrecipitation (ChIP) and RNA ImmunoPrecipitation
(RIP).
i. The first one (IP) is the simplest where an antibody is used to isolate a protein of
interest out of a solution.
ii. In the second one (co-IP), an antibody targeting a member of a protein complex is
used with the intention of pulling down the whole complex.
iii. In Chromatin ImmunoPrecipitation (ChIP), the same procedure is applied for the
purpose of identifying the locations of binding sites on the genome for a particular
protein. The principle governing this technique is that DNA-binding proteins are
I
cross-linked to DNA, thus allowing for the protein-DNA complex to be pulled out in
the presence of the proper antibody. In more detail, the cross-linking is achieved by
applying formaldehyde to the cells. The cells are then lysed and the DNA is broken
into fragments of 0.2 - 1 Kb by sonication. At this point, protein-DNA complexes are
purified by immunoprecipitation. The purified protein-DNA complexes are then heated
to reverse the formaldehyde cross-linking of the protein-DNA complexes, inducing the
DNA to be separated from the proteins. Because it can be difficult to find a specific
antibody to a single TF, constructs containing a tagged version of the TF, called tagged
proteins can be generated. In more detail, tags are attached onto the C- or N- terminal
end of the protein of interest. In that way, the same tag can be used on many different
proteins, many different times.
iv. Lastly, RIP is very similar to ChIP with the only difference that it targets RNA binding
proteins.
1.1.3 ChIP-Chip
ChIP-Chip is a technique combining Chromatin ImmunoPrecipitation ("ChIP") and microar-
ray technology ("Chip"). As the name suggests, it provides a framework for the identification
of binding sites of DNA-binding proteins on a genome-wide basis.
In brief, ChIP-Chip is comprised of the following steps:
i. Initially, the protein of interest is cross-linked with the DNA it binds to in vivo.
ii. The cells are lysed and the DNA is sheared by sonication (or digested by micrococ-
cal nuclease) generating -300-500 bp double stranded DNA fragments. Obviously,
this mixture contains both "bare" DNA strands, strands attached to molecules of the
protein of interest and strands attached to other proteins.
iii. An antibody specific to the protein forces all the "bare" segments to be filtered out
since it holds all the protein-DNA complexes, thus leaving the segments not binding
to the protein unprotected.
iv. Now, the protein-DNA complexes are reverse cross-linked and purified and the protein
of interest may at this step be removed.
v. After that, double-stranded DNA fragments are amplified, denatured and fluores-
cented.
vi. Furthermore, the fragments are hybridized to the surface of a DNA microarray (DNA
chip) comprising of single-stranded sequences of the genomic regions of interest which
hybridize to their complementary fragments (created by the aforementioned process).
vii. Lastly, after allowing hybridization for sufficient time, the array is illuminated with
fluorescent light, then the image is converted to intensity values and after proper
normalization and statistical testing, it is ready to be utilized.
The above are shown better on the figure below:
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Figure 1-2: Schematic diagram of a ChIP-Chip experiment.
The figure illustrates the ChIP-Chip experimental procedure. The protein of interest is
cross-linked with the DNA it binds to, then it is sheared by sonication following cell lysis
and DNA fragments of length -300-500 bp are obtained, filtering out those which are not
bound by the protein of interest. Lastly, the remaining segments are poured on the surface of
a DNA microarray and are hybridized with their complementary probes generating intensities
analogous to the hybridization levels.
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1.1.4 ChIP-Seq
ChIP-Seq is the "descendant" of ChIP-Chip. It is also used for the analysis of protein-
DNA interactions. ChIP-Seq essentially combines Chromatin ImmunoPrecipitation (ChIP)
with DNA sequencing to identify binding sites. In more detail, the experimental process of
ChIP-Seq is as follows:
i. The first phase of ChIP-Seq up to the point of produced segments is identical to the
one described in ChIP-Chip. In addition, oligonucleotide adapters are added to the
small stretches of DNA that were bound to the protein of interest to enable massively
parallel sequencing.
ii. After size selection, all the remaining fragments are sequenced simultaneously using a
genome sequencer so that features can be precisely located on the chromosomes.
The above procedure can be summarized in Figure 1-3 below.
At this point, we should note that although the initial fragments (bound by the protein
of interest) range from -200-1,000 bp, only the first -25-50 bp from the ends ("reads") are
sequenced, as shown in Figure 1-4 (reads are also known as tags). The resulting reads are
mapped back to a reference genome, and, usually, only those reads that map to a unique
locus are considered [14].
It is also worth mentioning that ChIP-selected sample is typically compared to a back-
ground sample collected without antibody addition during the immunoprecipitation step
since random protein-DNA cross-linking can occur, thus resulting in the retention of non-
specific DNA after the immunoprecipitation step (something that may lead to false inference
about the data). Then, the two DNA populations (sample with and without (background)
antibody) are differentially labeled and compared [8].
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Figure 1-3: Schematic diagram of a ChIP-Seq experiment.
The figure illustrates the ChIP-Seq experimental procedure and provides direct comparison
with the ChIP-Chip protocol. The protein of interest (here: blue) is cross-linked with DNA
by treating cells with formaldehyde or another chemical reagent. Next, an antibody specific
to the protein of interest is used to selectively attach to the protein-bound DNA fragments.
Finally, the immunoprecipitated protein-DNA links are purified, reversed and then after
the molecules of the protein of interest are removed, the recovered DNA is assayed for its
sequence determination. From the sequencing process short read length sequences of ~ 25-50
bp are generated providing a far better resolution than the ones created by the ChIP-Chip
technology (which are on the order of hundreh of base pairs). (Figure taken from [12])
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Figure 1-4: Read generation from DNA fragments where the protein is bound.
As it is shown, only the -25-50 bp ends of the fragments are sequenced (green rectangles)
from both directions. As a consequence, the peak signal is not exactly located on the binding
site but rather on close stranded regions.
(Figure taken from [16])
1.1.5 Comparison between ChIP-Chip and ChIP-Seq
Closing the section of "Biological Background", we will briefly compare the two different
techniques, ChIP-Chip and ChIP-Seq, and thus show why the latter has prevailed lately.
First, ChIP-Seq is not restricted to a specific number of probes while in ChIP-Chip it
is necessary to design the microarray specifically for regions of interest in advance. It has
also minimal cost compared to ChIP-Chip (especially when it is run on whole genome)
and a requirement for fewer replicate experiments [8]. ChIP-Chip also suffers from serious
cross-hybridization in high genomic resolution (especially on mammalian genomes) [7].
Furthermore, ChIP-Seq offers direct whole-genome coverage and sensitivity that increases
with sequencing depth. In addition, the vast majority of sites are accessible in the genome
and there is no need of knowing in advance the identity of the sequence of interest [7].
From the above, it becomes clear that ChIP-Seq is superior to ChIP-Chip. However,
ChIP-Seq itself has its own limitations making the identification of binding sites a difficult
task and requiring the development of sophisticated tools for achieving higher resolution.
In more detail, ChIP-Seq tags represent only the ends of the ChIP fragments (instead of
precise protein-DNA binding sites). Typically, genomic regions with high tag densities serve
as candidates for binding locations.
Furthermore, the tag to site distance is often unknown to the user (see Figure 1-5
for details). In addition, the background tag distribution is unknown and the depth of
sequencing affects the accuracy of the results [13]. Lastly, ChIP-Seq exhibits regional biases
along the genome due to sequencing and mapping biases, chromatin structure and genome
copy number variations [17]. This is further corroborated by Nix et al. where they underline
that the method of DNA fragmentation, the lack of independence in observations, the degree
of repetitiveness, and the error in sequencing and alignment are a few of the known sources
of systematic bias [5].
1.2 Related Work
There have been previous attempts in determining the binding sites from ChIP data. Ini-
tially, Johnson et al. used an ad hoc masking method based on control input data and prior
qPCR validated regions to set a threshold and assign confidence in binding peaks [7].
Later on, Robertson et al. estimated global Poisson p-values for windowed data using a
rate set to 90% the size of the genome [9]. Jothi el al., with their so-called SISSRs tool used
the direction and density of reads and the average DNA fragment length to identify binding
sites [14]. In more detail, the whole genome is scanned in windows of size w (default: 20
bp) with consecutive windows overlapping by w/2. For each window i, the net tag count ci
is estimated as the number of sense tags minus the number of antisense tags mapped to the
same window. The net count as we move from left to right over a binding event transitions
from positive to negative, thus the transition point coordinate t is defined as the midpoint
between the last seen window with positive net tag count and the current window (which
has a negative net tag count) (see Figure 1-5 for details). Each one of these transition
points serves as a candidate site required to satisfy three constraints to be called as such:
(i) number of sense tags p in the region defined by coordinates [t - F, t] is at least E, (ii)
number of antisense tags n in the region defined by coordinates [t, t + F] is at least E (E
set by the user), and (iii) p + n is at least R, which is estimated based on the user-set false
discovery rate (FDR) D.
Actual bindig site
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Figure 1-5: Tag count distribution around a binding site.
Sense and antisense tags (sense and antisense -25-50 bp ends) are sequenced from the
larger fragments where the protein has been bound, thus generating the distribution shown
on the bottom subfigure. The peaks of tag counts are observed near the true binding site.
The region is divided into windows of w bp length and the net tag count = #sense tags -
#anti-sense tags is evaluated for each window.
(Figure taken from [14])
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The QuEST tool, on the other hand, uses a rather simplified but satisfactory technique
[2]. It first constructs two separate profiles (based on kernel density methods) for the forward
and reverse strand tags, respectively. Then, it evaluates the distance between the peaks of
the two profiles, the so-called peak shift. Eventually, it moves the "forward" profile half the
shift size to the right and the "reverse" profile half the shift size to the left and sums up
those two to acquire the Combined Density Profile (CDP) as shown in Figure 1-6.
Model-based Analysis of ChIP-Seq (MACS) tries as well to empirically model the peak
size to determine the binding location [17]. Given a sonication size (bandwidth) and a
high-confidence fold-enrichment (mfold), MACS slides 2. bandwidth windows across the
genome to find regions with tags more than mf old enriched relative to a random tag genome
distribution. Lastly, the distance between the modes of the forward and reverse peaks is
estimated and all the tags are moved toward the 3' end. The mode of this unified function
serves as the candidate binding site. MACS was found to be superior to Johnson et al. ( [7]),
FindPeaks ( [3]) and QuEST ( [2]) [17].
Kharchenco et al. proposed three different methods: Window Tag Density (WTD),
Matching Strand Peaks (MSP) and Mirror Tag Correlation (MTC). In their first method,
WTD, each position gets a score based on strand-specific tag counts upstream and down-
stream of the position. In MSP, local peaks (of strand-specific density functions) are deter-
mined and then the candidate positions are identified which are surrounded by positive- and
negative- strand peaks of a comparable magnitude at the expected distance. In MTC, the
genome is scanned for the detection of non trivial forward- and reverse- strand tag patterns
that mirror each other [13]. See Figure 1-7 for details.
Finally, PeakSeq is a two-pass approach where in the first stage putative binding sites
are discovered and during the second stage the ones that are significantly enriched compared
to the normalized control are kept. In more detail, in the first pass, peaks are called that are
substantially enriched compared to a simulated simple null background model. In this way,
the first pass is used as a pre-filtering phase where candidate regions are selected for further
comparison against the input-DNA control. In the second phase, the control is normalized
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Figure 1-6: QuEST methodology.
From the forward and reverse tag counts two density functions are generated (based on kernel
methods). Then, the distance between those two peaks is estimated and the two functions
("forward" and "reverse") are shifted half of this distance to the right and left, respectively,
to obtain the Combined Density Profile (CDP).
(Figure taken from [2])
Figure 1-7: Kharchenco et al. binding detection methods.
(a) In WTD, the candidate positions are identified based on the difference between the
geometric average of the tag counts within the regions marked by orange color (p1 and n2)
and the average tag count within the regions marked by green color (nl and p2). (b) In MSP,
the local maxima (open circles) are identified on the forward and reverse strands first, and
then the positions are determined based on where two such peaks are present in the right
order, with the expected separation and comparable magnitude. (c) In MTC, the "mirror"
correlation between forward- and reverse- strand tag densities is evaluated. The mirror
image of reverse-strand tag density is shown by a broken blue line.
(Figure taken from [13])
against the sample. More explicitly, the background of the sample is normalized by linear
regression of the counts of tags from the control against the sample for windows (~10 Kbp)
along each chromosome. Now, only regions that are enriched in the counts of the number
of mapped sequence tags in the ChIP-seq samples relative to the control are accepted as
binding sites [10].
The above methods, each one with its merits and weaknesses, seek for binding events by
applying statistical approaches mainly exploiting the tag count distribution and its shape
but no one really proposes a probabilistic model of the read generating process. In this
thesis, we will try to simulate this process by designing and exploring probabilistic models
taking advantage of the read count distribution as well as the relative distances between
reads and the requirement for events being located at the same position across conditions
(unless otherwise supported from the data).
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Chapter 2
Method Description
In this chapter, we are going to describe our methodologies. We will start by presenting
some underlying theory forming the basis of our methods in Section 2.1. First of all, since
both our methods are examples of Probabilistic Graphical Models, we will briefly outline this
group of models. In addition, since the dependency between reads' assignments in the Spatial
Coupling method will be modeled by Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), we will also describe
this special type of probabilistic models and, furthermore, refer briefly to Mixture Models
since they constitute the body of our second method, Temporal Coupling. That is, each read
will be generated by one of the (true) events and will have no dependence on the positions
of other reads. A few remarks will be made on the sparse prior used in the Maximum A
Posteriori (MAP) approach of both problems. Namely, we are going to show that by using
this type of prior, we will enforce a parsimonious policy where as fewer events as possible
would be recovered to explain the observed read landscape. Later, we are going to outline
the notation of our methodology in Section 2.2 and lastly present our methodologies in
Sections 2.3 (Spatial Coupling) and 2.4 (Temporal Coupling).
2.1 Underlying Theory
In this section, we will present the underlying theory related to our methodology. Variables
in plain font (e.g. x) will denote scalar random variables, while variables in lowercase bold
font (e.g. x) will denote vector random variables. Vector variables can either represent
sequences of scalar random variables or a random variable of dimension D. In our case, it
will represent a sequence of random variables (e.g. the positions of reads in an experiment:
x = {x 1,... , xN}). Lastly, variables in uppercase bold font (e.g. X) will represent vectors
of vector random variables. E.g. the positions of reads in all experiments. Three symbols
that will also be used throughout the text will be R, R+, IE representing the domain of real
numbers (R = (-oo, +oo)), the domain of real positive numbers (R+ = (0, +00)) and the
expectation of a random variable, respectively. Needless to say, that a variable x of dimension
D taking on any real value, will be denoted as x E RD.
Besides, we assume all probabilities of random variables to be well-posed, that is, to sum
(or integrate, if continuous) to one in their support. A last denotation would be the way
we represent conditioned probabilities. If a random variable is conditioned on a random
variable, we will represent the conditioning with a vertical bar (1), but if it is conditioned on
a non-random (yet unknown) parameter, we will represent the conditioning with a semicolon
(;).
Concerning the representation of variables into graphical models, we will represent random
variables with big circles. Observed ones will be painted in gray, while hidden (latent) in
white. Dependencies between variables will be represented by arrows connecting circles.
Also, rounded rectangles will represent the different states of a random variable (and not the
random variable itself) and lastly small black filled circles will represent parameters, which
are unknown but not random.
2.1.1 Hidden Markov Models
Graphical models are graphs comprising of nodes which are connected by links (also known
as edges or arcs). Each node, represents a random variable and links between nodes express
probabilistic relationships between these variables. Gray nodes represent observed variables
while white hidden ones. Bayesian Networks are directed (acyclic) graphical models where
the directionality of the arrows indicates a "causality" relationship between the parent and
the child node. When the data are sequential, that is, data whose order does matter, the
independency assumption does not hold. In this context, successive observations are highly
correlated. When the observations are dependent on a countable number of generating states
(being represented by discrete hidden random variables), they are usually modeled by the so-
called Hidden Markov Models, HMMs. On the other hand, when the states causing a specific
success of observations is non-countable, thus corresponding to continuous random variables,
this problem is usually addressed by the so-called Linear Dynamical Systems, LDSs [4].
Here, we will briefly describe HMMs. HMMs are comprised of observed and hidden
random variables. Each observed random variable (xn) is dependent on its corresponding
(discrete) hidden variable (zn), representing the state that generated this specific observation,
and, in turn, each hidden variable zn is dependent on its most recent one zn_1 forming a
first-order Markov chain. In other words, a hidden variable is independent of all variables
except the most recent one. This is formalistically posed that, two variables zn+1, zn_1 are
conditionally independent given zn:
zn+1 -LL zn_1 |zn (2.1)
From the figure, it also directly follows that xn is dependent only on zn:
xn _LL z7 n1 zn (2.2)
where with z-n, we denote every variable except for zn.
The aforementioned are depicted on the figure below ( Figure 2-1).
So, if we represent the observed variables as X = {x1,... , XN} and the hidden as Z =
XNX1 X2
Figure 2-1: Hidden Markov Model.
In an HMM, the sequential data are represented with a Markov chain of hidden variables,
with each observation conditioned on the state of the corresponding hidden variable. Each
hidden variable is dependent on its previous one forming a first-order Markov chain.
{Zi, ... , ZN}, then the likelihood of the complete data would be:
p(X, Z) = p(X|Z)p(Z)
= p(x 1 , .. ) XN IZ1, .. . , ZN)p(Zi,... IZN)
N N
=JP(Xn|{Zi, . .. ,ZN}) p(Zn {Zi,.. . ,Zn-i )p(Zij
n=1 n=2
N N ~
= p(zi) r p(xnlzn) p(znlzn_.1)
_n=1 . n=2.
2.1, 2.2
(2.3)
We see from 2.3, that the dependence between the hidden variables is expressed through
the probability p(znzn_1). This is called transition probability and we actually impose a
further constraint by considering a homogeneous chain, that is the absolute ordering of two
variables does not matter but rather their relative ordering.
Namely:
P(Znlznz1) = P(zn+1|Zn)
Usually, in the traditional HMM setting, we are interested in evaluating the parameters
ej = p(zi), og = P(Xn = lzn = j) and Akj = P(Zn = jjzn_1 = k). However, we will provide
a complete derivation of the M step under the context of our method later on.
2.1.1.1 The Forward-Backward Algorithm
As we have just mentioned, we will derive the M step of the EM algorithm particularly
for the specifications of our problem. Meanwhile, we will briefly provide the E step of the
algorithm, that is, give the formulae for evaluating two key posterior probabilities of hidden
variables conditioned on observed ones: p(zn = jx) ((2, j) and p(Z, 1= k, z =
jlX) ((Z,_1 = k, z,, = j).
We will define two additional probabilities p(x1 . , , j) a(z, = j) and
P(n+1, - - - , XNJZ n = Q(z, j) that will help us evaluate the aforementioned prob-
abilities.
It is:
((Zn j) P p(Zn = jX) oc p(x, Zn j)p({X, ... ,xN, Znfj)
oc P({X1, .X..,xN n =)P(Zn )
3')P(Z X1.--Xn.JtLX 1i. XNIZn
cX p(X1, . n . z~n+1, - XN, Zn jp(Xn+1, - -- I Zn 41-- +,- Nz
oc p(X1, - n|Zn = j)p(Xn+1, - - N Zn n
oc p(Xi, . Zn = j)p(Zn = j)p(Xn+1, - I Zn
c p(x1, . n Zn p(Xn+1, . I Zn
a(zn=j) (z =j)
c a(Zn =j)(Znj)
Similarly:
((Zn_1 = k, Zn =j) P(Zni = k, Zn = jx) oc p(x, 2n_1 = k, z = j)
Oc P(Xi, ... , Xn1, Xnn1, ... , XNZn1 =k,Zn =j)p(Zn- 1 =k,)Zn
c p(Xi, .... X1|X, X+1, , N, Zn-1 =k,Zn = -
p(xn, Xn+1, - -, I Zn-1 kZn = J)P(Zn jZn-1 =k)p(Zn-1 =k)
It is: Xi,.. . , Xn1 1 Xn, Xn+1, .... , XN, Zn zn-1 and , Xn+1, - -. , XN 11 zn-1 zn-
So:
((zn_ k, z= j) c p(X 1 ,. . . , in1|z_1 = k)p(Xn, Xn+ 1 ,... , XN Zn = )P(Zn = jZn-1= k)p(zn-1
oc p(X i ... , Xn_1|zn_1 = k)p(zn_1= k) -
p(XnlXn+1, - - -, XN, Zn = JP(Xn+1, - - -, XNZn = j)P(Zn = jZn_1 = k)
Since xoL Xn+1 , . . . N zn
c P(Xi, .. .,Xn1iz, n-1 =k)p(onlz= = k) p(n+1, - - -, XN Zn
a(zc_1=k) p(zn)j)
oc a(zn_1 = k)p(znlzn = j')p(zn = jAzn_1 = k)#(zn j
Therefore, we just have to determine a(z= j), 3(zn = j), Vn to evaluate ((z= j)
and (zn_1 = k, z = j). Since ((zn = j) and ((zn_1 = k, z= j) will be present on the
nominator and denominator of each estimated parameter (in the M step) as will be shown
later, we simply have to calculate these proportional values without normalizing them, thus
avoiding further computational cost.
Now, we just have to find a recursive formula for evaluating a(zn = j), f(z. = j).
It is:
a(z =j) p(i,... , = j) = p(XI, . .. ,n1 = k, z =j)
k
1..,n 1L~on,znlzn_1
= Zp(i, .Xn Xn, Zn-1 = k, zn =j)P(Xn, Zn-1 = k,z =) j)
k
= Zp(z,...Xn Zn1 = k)p(Xnlzn_1 = k, z = j)P(Zn = jJZn_1 = k)p(zn_1 = k)
k
It is: Xn _L z _1 |zn.
((z_1 = k, zn = j)
SZp(Xi,... , Xni, Zn= k)p(XnZn =j)p(Zn =jZn_= k)
k a(znI=k)
- a(zn-_ = k)p(zn = jZn 1= k)p(Xnlzn = j)
k
= p(xn+1,Xn+2, ... , XN zn =) = p(n+l..., IXN,zn+1 =kzn =j)<
k
= Zp(n+2 .... ,XzN lxn+1,Zn JZn+1 = k)p(X+IZn =, Zn+1 k)P(Zn+1= kjzn
k
It is: Xn+2,
Therefore:
... , XN I+ x 1 , znzn+1 and x,+1 -LL znzJn+1-
= p(xn+2,...,N zn+1 n klzn
k i3(zn+1=k)
= p(zn+1 = klzn = j)p(Xon+1|zn+1 = k)#3(zn+1 = k)
k
Gathering all the important formulae we have:
((zn = j)
((z_1 =k, z= j)
oc a(z = j)3(z = j)
Oc a(zn_1 = k)p(Xnlzn = j)P(Zn = jjZn_1 = k)3(zn = j)
where a(z, = j) and #(z, = j) are evaluated from:
a(z, =j)
#(z =j)
a(z_= k)p(zn = jlzn_1 = k)p(xnlzn = j)
k
= P(Zn+1 = kjzn = j)P(Xn+iZn+1 = k)=(zn+1 k)
k
So:
a(z = j)
It is:
/3(Zn = j)
/3(z = j) j)P(Xn+Ilzn+1 = k)
(2.4)
(2.5)
(2.6)
(2.7)
It follows easily that the values are initialized as:
a(zi j) = r -p(Xi zi = j) (2.8)
#(ZN (2.9)
2.1.1.2 Scaling Factors
Lastly, an important issue that needs to be addressed is that of the number precision. Because
these probabilities are often significantly less than unity, as we move forward along the chain,
the values of a(z. = j) and (z. = j) can go to zero exponentially quickly exceeding the
dynamic range of the computer, even if double precision floating point is used.
In this case, we use scaled versions of a(z. = j) and (zn j): &(z= j) and )(z, = j,
that is.
More specifically, we define:
dZ(z. = j)A p(z"' = jAz, .... , zn) (2.10)
3(z = j ) A (n , - -- , N n(.
p(zn+1, . - - , .N 1, - Xn)
c-n Ap(Xnlzi, ... z-1) (2.12)
With a little algebraic manipulation, we can see that d(zn = j) and 3(zn = j) are linked
to a(zn = j) and (zn = j), respectively, as follows:
a(Zn= j)&(zn=j) =
p(Xi, . Xn)
3(Z j) =3 (Zn =j)
p(Xn+1, . XN JX.1, Xn)
Since d(zn = j),/3(zn = j) are ratios of probabilities w.r.t. a(zn = j), #(Zn = j), they
are greater than them, thus remaining of order unity.
Now, that we made clear the necessity of the scaled versions of a(zn = j) and 3(zn = j),
we can go on giving the recursive formulae for them.
with
d(z= oc p (xn = j) &(z1 = k)p(z, jIzn1 k)
k
cn =p(XznIz = j) Z (zn_ =k)p(z =jz1 =k)
(2.13)
(2.14)
In other words, cn is the normalizing factor of 6(zn = j).
Also:
1
O(z= j) = Z+ 3(zn+1= k)p(Xn+ 1|zn+1 = k)p(zn+1 = kjz. = j)Cn1k (2.15)
where we have obtained cns from the evaluation of d(zn j)s.
From Equation 2.12, it becomes obvious that the log-likelihood of the data is linked to
cas as follows:
log p(X) = logfjp(XnjX1 ,...,Xn_1)
n=1
N
= log p(Xn i,J..
n=1
, Xn_1)
= log cn
n=1
(2.16)
Eventually, linking d(zn= j), #(Zn j) to ((zn = j), (zn 1 = k, zn = j) we have:
((z = j)
((zn_1 = k, Zn = j)
= d(Zn = j)(Zn j) (2.17)
-&(zn_ 1 = k)p(zn = jjZn 1 = k)p(Xnlz = j)(Zn j)(2.18)
cn
It is:
2.1.2 Gaussian Distribution
The Gaussian distribution will be used under the context of our method. Its probability
density function (for the univariate case) as well as its mean and variance are given below:
1 F(x -fp)2 lp(x; 6) = N(x; 6) = exp L- 221 (2.19)
V/27ro.2 2o-
where x E R, y R, -c R+.
The mean and variance are:
E[X] =y (2.20)
var[x) = o.2 (2.21)
2.1.3 Sparse Prior
As we mentioned in Subsection 2.1.1, we are interested in evaluating the parameters of the
model. If we do not have any prior knowledge on them, we apply a Maximum Likelihood
(ML) approach. However, many times we have some prior knowledge over the parameters or
we would like to apply a special constraint on them that cannot be captured by just assuming
uniformity among all the possible parameter configurations. In our context, we are interested
in enforcing some sparseness into the parameter space. Good choices for achieving sparseness
are the entropic and the negative-Dirichlet type distributions.
The entropic prior is given by the formula:
p(O) Oci fl
while the negative Dirichlet-type one is given by:
p (e) OC x
3
with: a >00, By [0, 1], Vj andZ,0,y= 1.
The larger a is, the more sparseness it enforces. As it is also shown in
negative Dirichlet-type prior achieves better sparseness than the entropic one
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Figure 2-2,
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Figure 2-2: Comparison between entropic and negative Dirichlet-type priors.
This figure illustrates how an entropic and a negative Dirichlet-type prior act on a two-
parameter configuration 0 = [01, 0 2 ]T s.t. 01 + 02 = 1. Both the entropic: p(0) oC 0 1O10O2 -
0i-01(1 - 01)-(1-1) and the negative Dirichlet-type: p(0) o 00j = 67"(1 - 01)- pri-
ors discourage uniform configurations and favor the ones at the extremes, thus imposing
sparseness. As shown in figure, the negative Dirichlet priors perform more strongly than the
entropic one with greater effects as the value of a grows.
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2.2 Notation
In this subsection, we are going to outline the notation that will later be used in the de-
scription of our methods. In more detail, we will denote each read with r" (n E {1, ... , N}).
If, however, we treat different experiments separately, then reads between experiments will
not be aggregated and thus in that case n E {1,.N, Nj, where t = {0, ... C - 1} and C:
number of different experiments.
Each read r, is placed at position x, (Xn E {0, ... , M - 1}) and is generated by an event
(component) at position zn = j, where j E {0,0.. . , M - 1}. (Here, we implicitly assumed
that the indexing of the examined region starts from 0 (0-based). Also, we assume that we
will have C experiments (whose indexing starts from 0).
The prior probability (weighting) of an event being at position j will be denoted by Ir,.
Thus, the probability of an event being somewhere in the examined region will be ZMl 7r*
(assuming that a priori the place of an event will be independent of the place of the others -
independence assumption). Since we assume that the reads' generation is due to the presence
of related TF binding events, there must be at least one event responsible for that.
This is formally interpreted as:
M-1
r =7 1 (2.22)
j=0
We will also denote the probability of read rn being at position X given that is generated
by the event at position z= j by p(XnlZn j) (A H Xj) and the posterior probability of a
read belonging to an event (component) given that is placed at position X by P(Zn j AXn)
( yzn = j)).
Following similar reasoning as above, we expect that once we know that a read is generated
by an event, it should be placed somewhere in the examined region and that once we know
the position of the read we expect that it will be generated by some event (if not coming
from the background (noise) model). The above are neatly interpreted as:
M-1S P(XnlZn = j) 1 (2.23)
xn=o
M-1
E p(Zn = jxn) = 1
j=0
(2.24)
respectively.
In the following, we gather definitions of variables we are going to use into tables for
easier reference.
Table 2.1: Math Notation. Scalar variables. Different experiments are treated jointly.
N number of reads
M number of components and length of
examined region
d maximum distance between two ad-
jacent reads where the dependency
assumption holds
0 p(m" = m) probability that a read comes from
the mixture model
01 A p(mn = m~m = b) probability that a read comes from
the mixture model if the previ-
ous one comes from the background
model
probability that a read comes from
the background model if the pre-
vious one comes from the mixture
model
H A P(XnlZn j, 0i)) probability of n't read being at
position x, given that it belongs to
HznJA P(Xn =Zn j) component j (at iteration i)
(zn = j) A p(Zn j Xn, E(i 1)) posterior probability of ni read
belonging to component j given
Y(z j) A P(Zn jXn) that it is at position Xn (at
iteration i - 1)
((z j) A p(Zn = jx, E(i-1)) posterior probability of nh read
belonging to component j given
((zn =j) Ap(zn =jlx) that all the reads are at positions x
(at iteration i - 1)
((z_1= k,z=j) A p(z_ 1 = k, zn = jlx, E(-1))
((zn_1 = k, Zn = j) A P(Zni = k, zn = jx)
posterior probability of (n - 1 )1h and nth
reads belonging to components k and j,
respectively, given that all the reads are
at positions x (at iteration i - 1)
a(z= j) A p(xi,...,%, Zn Probability that the first n reads
are at positions {x 1 , .. . , Xn} and
a(z A p(Xi, ... , xn, zn = j) the n'h one belongs to component j
O(z = j) A p(Xn+1, ... , NZn = , (i
#(zn = j) A P(Xn+1, X I Zn j)
Probability that the last N - n
reads are at positions
{Xn+1, - - , XN} given that the nth
one belongs to component j
1 - 02 A p(mn = bImn_1 = m)
'F j p(zn = je(3) prior probability of nh read
belonging to component j (n Ih read
7 P(zn j) can be any read cause we do not
know its position (at iteration i)
Ak,j A p(zn = j z = k, 80()) transition probability of nih read
belonging to component j given
Ak, P(Zn =k) that (n - 1)th read belongs to
component k (at iteration i)
Table 2.2: Math Notation. Scalar variables. Different experiments are treated sepa-
rately.
C number of different experiments
Nt number of reads of tth experiment
M number of components and length of
examined region
Hxtn AP(Xt,nlZt,_ j ) probability of nith read being at
position Xn (at time point t) given
Hxtn A p(Xt,n|zt,= that it belongs to component j (at
iteration i)
(zt,n P(Zt,n = jXt,,, E(4-)) posterior probability of nth read
belonging to component j (at time
7(zt,n= j) A p(Zt,n = jAXt,n) point t) given that it is at position
_n (at iteration i - 1)
((zt,n = j) A P(Zt,n jlxt, e(*-1)) posterior probability of nth read
belonging to component j (at time
((zt,n = j) A P(Zt,n jxt) point t) given that all the reads are
at positions xt (at iteration i - 1)
(zt,,_1 = k, Zt,n j) A P(Zt,n_1 = k, Zt,n = jjXt, E (il-))
((zt,n_1 = k, zt,n = j) A P(Zt,n1 = k, zt,n = jlXt)
posterior probability of (n - 1 )th and nth
reads belonging to components k and j,
respectively, (at time point t) given that all
the reads are at positions xt (at iter i - 1)
a(zt,n = j) A p(Xt, ... xtn, zt j )) Probability that the first n reads (at
time point t) are at positions
a(zt,n = j) A p(xt,1 ... , Z, z = j)) {xi, . X.. , n} and the nt one belongs
to component j (at iteration i - 1)
#(zt,n = j) A p(Xt,n+1, Xt,Nt Zt,n = j, ( 1))
/(zt,3 = j) A P(Xt,n+1, ... , Xt,NI Zt,n
Probability that the last Nt - n reads
(at time point t) are at positions
IXn+1 -... ,XN} given that the nth one
belongs to component j (at iteration i - 1)
7t A P(Zt,n = jl8(i)) prior probability of nth read
belonging to component j at time
7rt,j A P(Zt,n = j) point t (at iteration i)
At,k,j A p(zt,, = jzt,n 1= k, E('))
At,k,j A P(Zt,n = k)
transition probability of n'h read
belonging to component j (at time
point t) given that (n - 1)t" read
belongs to component k (at iteration i)
Table 2.3: Math Notation. Vector variables. Different experiments are treated jointly.
x = observed variables (vector of scalar variables)
{iX, . . . , XN Positions of reads
z observed variables (vector of scalar variables)
{Z1 , .. ., ZN} Read memberships
7rr
{7TO,~ --- ,7M1 prior pTobability of components
p(xz, OW)
p(xlz)
p(zIx, O(i-1))
p(zx)
p(zl8( )
p(z)
probability of reads {ri, -. . , rN} being at
positions x = {i,. . , XN} given that they belong
to components z = {z 1 ,... , ZN}
posterior probability of reads {ri, .. ., rN
belonging to components z = {zi,... , ZN} given
that they are at positions x = {X,..., XN}
prior probability of reads {ri.... , rN} belonging
to components z = { Zi, -. . , ZN}
Table 2.4: Math Notation. Vector variables. Different experiments are treated sepa-
rately.
Xt = observed variables (vector of scalar variables)
{Xt,... , Xo,N} at time point t
Positions of reads at time point t
Zt - observed variables (vector of scalar variables)
{zt,1,... , zt,N} at time point t
Read memberships at time point t
{reO, . , 7t,M-1 prior probability of components
p(xtIzt, E(0) probability of reads {ri, . . . , rNt } being at
positions xt {X1 , . .. , XN} (at time point t)
p(xt zt) given that they belong to components
Zt = {Zi,. 
.. , ZNt}
p(ztIxt, E (- ))
p(zt xt)
posterior probability of reads {ri,.. . , rNt }
belonging to components zt = {Z1 , ... , ZNt}
(at time point t) given that they are at positions
xt = {Xi, .. . , XNt}
p(zt|E()) prior probability of reads {ri, . . . , rN, I
(at time point t) belonging to components
p(zt) Zt = {Zi, ZN}
Table 2.5: Math Notation. Matrix variables.
{I =
{7ro, . . . , 7rc-1}
p(X|Z, a()
P(XIZ)
p(Z|X, 8(-0)
P(ZX)
p(ZE(0)
p(Z)
observed variables (vector of vector variables, matrix that is)
Positions of reads at time points t E {O,. . . , C - 1}
hidden variables (vector of vector variables, matrix that is)
Read memberships at time points t E {, . . , C - 1}
Prior probability of components at time points
t E {o, ... , C - 1}
probability of reads being at positions X = x... , xc-1 }
given that they belong to components Z = {zo, .. ., zc-i}
posterior probability of reads belonging to components
Z = {zo, . . . , zc-1 } given that they are at
positions X = {xo, . . . , xc- 1}
prior probability of reads belonging to components
Z = {zo, ... , zC- 1}
{ x0,. .. , xc-1}
I
fzO' --- , ZC-11
2.3 Spatial Coupling
After having provided the necessary notation, we will go on presenting the Spatial Coupling
method. We will test the hypothesis that the Spatial Coupling achieves better spatial resolu-
tion, sensitivity and specificity by exploiting the fact that proximal reads may be generated
by the same binding event. So, we will enforce a dependence of the assignment of a read
to a binding event to the assignment of its closest read (to a binding event). We will also
assume that the assignment of a read will follow a Gaussian distribution (for reasons that
will become apparent later on) with mean the assignment of the previous read, thus favoring
it to be derived from the same (or a very close) binding event since more distant events will
correspond to very low transition probability values.
In addition, we will further propose an error (background) model, trying to model the fact
that a read may not be the outcome of a binding event but the result of non-specific binding.
In more detail, when two reads are very close together, then it is likely that the read will
be assigned on the same component (as its neighbor). On the other hand, if the previous
read comes from the background model, then the current one will be coming from the back-
ground with some probability (1 - 01) as well and if not, its probability of belonging to a
component will be solely depending on the position of this read (regardless of the position
of its neighbor). See Figure 2-3 for a visualization of the workflow of this method.
Before going into mathematical details, we will make a few more assumptions pertaining
to the spatial case. We will denote with m, (n c {1,... , N}), the model that a read r,
comes from. In more detail, we assume that a read can either come from the mixture model
(comprising of the M components) or the background (noise) model. So, m, will be a binary
random variable taking on the values m, E {m, b} (m: for the mixture, b: for the background
(noise) model). We will further assume that the (transition) probability of a read r, coming
from the mixture model while the read rn_1 comes from the background model and vice
versa will both be Bernoulli distributed.
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Figure 2-3: Spatial Coupling workflow.
This figure presents the workflow of the Spatial Coupling method. The main idea of this
method is that the assignment z, of a read r,, to a component is dependent on the assignment
zn-1 Of its previous (neighboring) read rn_1. For the purpose of this figure, we assume n to
be 2.
In 2-3a, it is assumed that read 1 is coming from the mixture model and more specifically
from Event A. Therefore, read 2 will be coming from Event A with a probability dependent
on how likely it is to be derived from the mixture model (02) and how close read 2 to Event
A is (the distance of a read to a component is assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution).
if, however, read 1 comes from the background model ( 2-3b), then the assignment of read
2 is dependent only on how likely it is for read 2 to be coming from the mixture model (01)
provided that the previous was derived from the background.
Blue bold line indicates the genome. Black solid arrows indicate the state (event) that a
read comes from. Black dashed arrows indicate the probability that a read comes from a
state (event).-
..... . . ... .
That is,
p(mn = mmn_ i = b) = 01 (2.25)
p(ma = bm,_1 = m) = 1 - 02 (2.26)
Immediately following that:
p(m = bImn 1=b) = 1-01
p(mn = mlmn_ i= m) = 02
The aforementioned can be more clearly depicted on Figure 2-4.
For the sake of convenience, we will represent the background model as j = M. So, when
we denote that zn = M, we will mean that this read comes from the background model.
Previously, we defined that when a read rn comes from one of the M components (thus,
from the mixture model), it follows a distribution: p(Xn Zn = j, mn = m) = P(Xn Zn = j) =
H2 , n C {1, ... , N}, j E {0, ... , M - 1}. Now, we further define that when a read comes
from the background model, then it follows a uniform distribution: p(XnIZn = M, mn = b) =
P(XnlZn = M) = y , n E {1,... , N}. That is, a read coming from the background model
can be generated with an equal probability regardless of its position on the genome.
This is formally written as:
p(Xnlzn = j) =~ Jle10-M (2.27)y, j=M
We silently implied that there is a (spatial) dependency between two adjacent reads. In
other words, if two reads are located not too far away from each other (|Xn - Xn_1 < d), then
the membership of the previous read affects the membership of the current one, as shown in
Figure 2-5.
For each pair of reads, we define the following transition probability: p(Zn = jlzn_1 = k):
When read rn_1 comes from the mixture model: mn_1 = m -> k E {O, ... , M - 1}, then we
1-01
02 1 -02
Figure 2-4: Transition probabilities between the background and the mixture
model.
This figure illustrates the transitions between the background and the mixture model. When
a read rn_1 comes from a model (mixture or background), it can either transit to another or
stay in the same. Once in the background model, the read follows a uniform distribution while
once in the mixture model, it follows a distribution dependent on the specific component of
the mixture model that it comes from.
Figure 2-5: Spatial coupling between reads.
This figure illustrates the dependency assumption between adjacent reads. In more detail,
assuming sorted (w.r.t. position) reads, we expect that the assignment of a read to an event
(component) will affect the assignment of the next read to an event (component) unless they
are too far away from each other.
have:
If j E {0, ... ,M - 1}:
p(zn = jIz._1 = k) = 02 -p(Z. =z_1 = k, mn = m, mn_1 = m)
That is, the probability that a read belongs to component j given that the previous one
belongs to component k, is the product of the probability that both reads come from the
mixture model and some transition probability (defined subsequently).
Similarly, if j = M:
P(Zn = MJzn_1 = k) = 1 - 02
which is essentially the probability of moving from the mixture to the background model.
Lastly, if read rn_1 comes from the background model: mn_1 = b z=> k = M, then we
have:
If jE{0,. .. , M - 1}:
p(zn = jlza- = k) = 01 - p(zn = jlza_1 = k, m, = m, m_= b)
which is the product of the probability that we move from the background to the mixture
model times some transition probability (defined later),
while if j = M:
P(Zn = MIz"_1 = M) = 1 - 01
The above are summarized following:
02 - p(z. = j'Iz,,_1 = k, mnn = M, mn_1 = M) , k, j E{,...,M-1
P(Zn = jjz_1 = k) = 1-02 ,k{O IM-1j M
01 -p(zn = jjzn_1 = Mmn = m, mnn_1= b) , k =M,j {0, ... , M -1}
1-01 , k M,j = M
(2.28)
For the first read, since it is not dependent on any read, we define the probability that
it comes from a mixture model as: p(mi = m) = 0. In addition, we define the probability
Ej A p(zi jmi = m) ,j E {0,.. . , M - 1}. Also, we have p(zi = Mjmi = m) = 0, while
p(zi = M rnij=b)=1andp(zi=jmi=b)=0 ,jC{0,...,M-1}.
So, the probability p(zi = j) is defined as:
pAzi=j1)= 6-e , j E {01...,M-} (2.29)
1-0 ,j=M
where E_-e = 1.
Now for the choice of the distribution for p(Zn = j1zn_1 = k, m = m, mn_1 = m) and
P(Zn = jZn_1 = M, m = m, mn_1 = b), we have considered the following alternatives:
i. a Poisson distribution
It is a discrete variable distribution (as in our case) but it is of infinite support (while
here the support is M) and the variance increases linearly with the mean.
ii. a Binomial distribution
It is a discrete variable distribution (as in our case), it is of finite support but the
variance depends on the mean. Medium means correspond to bigger variances, while
very small or big means correspond to low variances.
iii. a Gaussian distribution
It is a continuous variable distribution. However, it has also been used in the discrete
case without much arbitrariness. It is of infinite support, however ~ 95% of the data
will be gathered in the interval [p-t - 2o, p+ 2o-]. The advantage of the Gaussian is that
the variance can be constant and independent of the mean.
We have decided to adopt the Gaussian distribution since there is no indication that the
variance around the component of the previous read will be dependent on its position along
the genome.
So, we define (for sufficiently close reads: Ix - x,-_1 < d):
p(Z= j=z1 = k,m =m,m_ 1 = m) = N(j; k, a2 ) (2.30)
and
P(Zn =jz1 = M, m =m, m,_ 1 = b) = N(j; Xn, U2 ) (2.31)
where k,j E {0,. .. , M - 1} and o2 is to be learned from the data.
Here we implicitly assumed that |Xn - Xn_ 1 < d.
Equation 2.30 simply says that we expect the component of a read (zn) to be around the
component of the previous read (zn_1 = k). If the previous read comes from the background
model though, then we expect that the component of this read (zn) will be around its position
(Xn) (equation 2.31).
In the case, however, where two adjacent reads are further apart (|Xz - Xz-1 > d), then
we cannot make any strong dependency assumptions.
Thus, here we assume that:
P(Zn = jZn_1 =
where k, j E {O, ...
In other words,
the current one.
After gathering
If |Xn - n_1| < d:
1k,ma = m, mn_1 = m) = p(zn = jzn-1 = M, m = m, mn_1 = b) =- M
(2.32)
,M - 1}.
the membership of the previous read does not affect the membership of
all the aforementioned, we have:
02 N(j; k, o2)
1 -02
01 N(j; xn, o.2 )
1 -01
(2.33)
, kMy j E0 ... ,M-1}
, k E {0 . .. , IM- 1},3 j M
, k =M,3 j E {0 . .. , M- 1}
, k =M, j =M
while, if IXn - Xn- 1 > d:
p(Zn = jIZn-1 = k) =
102 M
1 -02
1 1
1 -01
(2.34)
k, E {,j ... M - 1
, k e {0, . ,M - 1},d j M
, k = M, j E{0,. . ., M - 1}
, k = M, j M
Now that we have made all the necessary assumptions, we can go on deriving the Expec-
tation Maximization (EM) equations.
It is known, that in the EM setting we are interested in maximizing the expectation of the
complete data (both observed and hidden ones) over the posterior distribution of the hidden
variables: Ep(ZX,eO(i-1)) [log p(X, Z; 60)]
For less cluttering, we will hereby omit the parameter symbol E(- 1 ) of a distribution and
will only indicate it if it is not clear from the context. E.g. p(Z|X, 8(- 1) will be represented
p(zn = jlzn_1 = k) =
asp(Z|X), p(X, Z; O(W) asp(X, Z) and so on. In general, the posterior probabilities of hidden
variables given observed ones are conditioned on the parameters of the previous iteration
(E8(- 1)), while all the others on the parameters of the current iteration (O(W).
We will deal first with the case of a single condition (time point) set and then the
transition to multiple conditions will be straightforward.
It is:
= p(zlIx, E() ) log p (x, Z; E() <-
z
M
ZP(zi = jx) logp(zi = j)
(zi=j)
N M
+ > p(Zn = jIx) log p(Xnz, j)
n=1 j=0 1
( (z =j)
N M M
+ E E p(zn-_ = k, Zn jIx) logp(zn
n= 2 k= 0 j=0 ((z _1k,z ,j)
= j~z__1 = k)
which due to Equations 2.27, 2.29, 2.33, 2.34 leads to:
M-1
Q(E(); E(-1)) = ((zi = j) log (Oej) + ((zi = M) log(1 - 0)
j=0
N M-1
+ E ((zn =]j)logHzn,j + ((zn = M)
n=1 j=0
E
I:
log -
{ si}
S2}
M--1 "M-1
Si = Y, E ((z_ = k,zn = jx) log (N
k=0 . j=0
(j; k, o.2)62) + =(za,1 = k z_'  MIx) log(l - 02)
(2.35)
where:
(2.36)
Q (E8();0 ('- 1))
M-1
+ 1 ((z,_1 = M, zn, = jlx) log (N(j;Xn', U 2 )O1) + ((zn'- 1 = M, zn, = MIx) log(1
j=0
M-1
S2 = E
k=O
'M-1
j=0
((zin_1 = k, zn/ = jIx) log
1 2M + (zn_1 = k, zn/= MIx) log(1 -
= M, zn= jlx) log ( 01) + (zn_1 = M, zon = MIx) log(1 - 01)
and Ef ej = 1 with e ;> 0, Vj C {, ... , M - 1}.
The parameters to be learned are: E = {e0,..., EM_10},, 01,1 02, A v.
All we need to do is differentiate 2.36 with respect toE, 0, 0 1, 2, V in succession.
We have:
= 0
Bej
M- (zi =k)
(zi - 3
1 - ((zi = M) (2.37)
In other words, the prior weighting of the component in the first read is nothing more
than the relative responsibility of this component given all the observed variables.
Similarly:
= 0
5(zi =)
=1
60
01)
M-1
+ E(z5n_1
j=0
02)
, j E {:f0, . . , IM- 1}
M-1
= ((zi j = 1 - ((zi = M)
j=0
which is simply the relative responsibility of staying in the mixture model.
After differentiating with respect to 01 and 02, we also have:
01 2 E (j
EN=2  i 0  n- = M, z = j)
1- ZN-2 (Zn 1 = M, z = M)
j=0 n=2 (Zfl M Zn
and
EN-2 0= n-1O n
02 - N M-1 (M
n-2 YM j=0  ((zn-1 = k, z =j)
It is: E_ 1  1 (zm_1 = k, z, = j)= 1 +(z 1  M,z= M) -- E L0 (zn_1 =
M, z == j) - EM0 (- 1  n = M Zn = M) an EM On-11n
0 ((z_1 = M, z=j).
So:
02 EN- 2 [I (Zn- 1 = M, zn = M) - E ((z_ 1 = M, z = j) - ((zn_ 1 = k, zn = M)
n=2 [i - 0  n 1 = M, z= j)]
= 1n- N-01N-2 Zn- kZn = M)
N -e n w n
Lastly, differentiating w.r.t. v keeping in mind that 9N(x;pt,v) _ .[(. _ p2 -v ~ ;y )
gives us:
n'Es 1 M Z, = j)(j 2 + (z _-1 = M, z, = j)(j - xn,)
EWE~8S S (znl'i = k, zn = A)
jO k=O
1-M (zk,z,,r=M)
nE s 1 EMl (znli = k, z )(j - k ) 2 + ZMl(z, 1  M, zu = j)(j - Xzt)2
n eI - -M 0 ((z'_1= k, zn' = M)
1M0 -1 E (znf 1 = k, = )(j - k) 2 + 1 EnES (z,_ 1 = M, zni ' j)(j - xn )2
| - Zk eO {zni _ = k, z' = M)
where S {n' : xn, -Xn'11 < d} and SI is the cardinality of the set, that is, the number
of its members.
Gathering all the equations for convenience, we have:
((Z -j)
e = (zi -M) I E {0, ... , M - 1} (2.38)
1 ' - ((zi M)
0 = 1 - ((zi= M) (2.39)
N= M,zo = M)
1 = - 0 N-2 (Zn- 1 M =) (2.40)
2 N - nN=2 (Z 1 = M, Zn j)
Z- =Z Zn'es {{zni_1 = k, zu = j )( j - k) 2 + ZZnCS {(zni_1 = M, zu,' j )(j - xi)2
02- - =o ns (zi_ = k, zni = M)
(2.42)
Lastly, we find an estimate of wry by:N N MOE
kr = p(zn =jWx) = ((z=j) (2.43)
It seems intuitive to take the averaged posterior of z given the observed data (x) to
estimate the prior weighting (7r). However, there is a reason for doing that. If we take the
expectation of the statistic E 1 p(z IX) over the distribution of the hidden variables
(z) then we see that it equals the expectation of the (true underlying) prior weighting over
the posterior distribution of the hidden variables given the observed ones:
Ep(z) [ P(ZnIX)] = - - [p(z lx) + ... + p(zNIX) p(zi, zN)
n=1 zi=0 z2=O ZN-O
N M
N yEP (Zn IX)P (Zn)
n=1 zn=o
Assuming that the zns are identically distributed (P(ZnIX)P(Zn) = p(zjx)p(z)), we have
that:
Ep(z) P(znIx) =ZP(zlx)p(z) = E,(zix) [p(z)] = 1EP(zlx) [7z]
n=1 z=o
So, by obtaining more and more data (N 7), we expect that the statistic N
j x) will be closer to the true value of rj.
We can easily generalize the previous results in the multi-condition case (where we have C
different conditions (experiments)) Remember from previously that an experiment is indexed
with t spanning from 0 to C - 1 (t E {O,. .. ,C - 1}.
Now, we have:
t~j- Z~l ((z = )etj = _ 1 ,Zt Z -(t E , Z...,IC-},j E {,...)M-1}
Ill Z~o 1 Z 2 Czt,1k) ti=Mz,~=C-1M-
S- O (((z,1 =k)
t -1 oM - ( (zt,1 j )
E C-1 ZNt 2  zM:M 1 =(, z , = j)
t=o n 2  o=0 ((Zt, _ = M , = j)C-1 ENt M-1M-EtO n-2 a~~ ( ztn _1 = M kt,za=j21 C-1 EN -1M(z~-
Zt= 1  M-1 t t n ) 2 + ((zt,,,_1 = M, zt,' = j)(j -
-t n n'1 ofio V((zj,_1 = k, , = j)
63
where St = {n' : |xt,2, - xt,n'_I < d}, Vt E {o, ... , C - 1}.
After some algebraic manipulation, we end up in the following equations, which are very
similar to the single condition case:
et~y = zt,i1 ) it E {0, . .. ,1C - 1}, j E {0, . .. ,IM -1}
1- ((t,1 = M)
C-1
0 =1 Z ((zt,1=M)
t=O
01 - 1 o C 2 -(zt,_ = M , zn M )
z o -1 n 2 (Zt,_n- = M, z,n j)
02 = 1 -ozi~ ZI 1Z= 2 ((zt,n_1i k, zt,, M)
2 N - - 1 nL 2  (Z t, _1 = M, t,
M 1 - n'cs, (zt,n_ = k, ztn = j)(j -k)2E k= o S - Z=0  n~=2 Ztnet k,(Zt,n kZt) =Mv = 0  ~1 c 1t E n , =(Zt,n = z t,2
t e s z1  ='eSt (, z , Z 1 -t,n' = )2
S= -l ck= E 1 En,Es (zt,n, 1 = k, z,n' = M)
(2.44)
(2.45)
(2.46)
(2.47)
(2.48)
where N = Ez_- 1 Nt.
Similarly with Equation 2.43, we have:
Nt
7rt,j =, P(Zt,n =
n=1
The above equations (either considering
form the M step of the EM algorithm.
(2.49)-1Njxt) = EZ((Zt,n j)
n=1
the single or multi- condition case) essentially
In the E step, we will have to evaluate( (Zn = j), ((z_ = k, zn = j) based on the
7r, 0, 01, 02, V of the previous iteration. After obtaining these values, we will be able to
evaluate the parameters 7r, 0, 01, 02, v, thus continuing in a recursive approach between E
and M steps until some convergence criterion is satisfied.
2.3.1 Complexity Analysis
In the single condition case, the computational cost of the method is as follows:
From Equation 2.38, we easily see that it suffices to store ((zi = j), Vj E {0,..., M} to
determine 7r, that is, we need to store M + 1 values. Similarly, from Equation 2.40, we
need only to store the sums En=1 ((zn_ 1 = M, zn = j), Vj {0, ... , M}, that is, M + 1
values. Also, from Equation 2.41, we have to do the same for the sums En1  =
k, zn = M), Vk E {0, . . . , M}, that is, another M+ 1 values. Of course, in order to be able to
calculate the above sums, we need to know d(zn = j), cn, #(z= j) , Vn E {1, ... , N}, j E
{0,. ... , M}, which requires storage of 0((M + 1)N) + O(N) = O(NM).
In the latter one, we will also need the sums Zn CS ((zn _ = k, z,, = M), Vk E {0, .. . , M}
which are a subset of the sums EN_ 1 = k, z= M). Lastly, we will need the sums
En'es ((znr = k, z, = j)(j - k) 2 ,Vk, j E {0, ... , M - 1} and Zn,S ((zn/_1 = M, z =
j)(j - xn,) 2,Vj E {0,. . , M - 1} which require storage of M 2 and M values, respectively.
Summing up, instead of storing all the values of (s and (s, which would require a space of
N(M + 1) + N(M + 1)2 = O(NM 2), we would only need O(NM) + 4(M + 1) + M 2 + M =
M 2 +5M+4 = O(NM) + 0(M 2). Furthermore, we will save space for another M+4 values
for the storage of variables 7r, 0, 01, 02, v, thus leaving the complexity on the same order of
magnitude, O(NM) + O(M 2), that is.
If N < M, then by storing all the values of (s and s we would have a space complexity of
N -O(M 2), while by storing just the sums we will need only O(M 2) space. So, depending
on how big the constant factor N is, it will increase significantly the space requirements for
the first case. The situation worsens when N ~ M, where in the first case the space storage
needed will be O(M) while in the second 2. O(M 2). Lastly, if N > M, the space complexity
for the first case will be M 2 - O(N), while in the second M - O(N) + O(M 2 ), degenerating
even to M -O(N) (if N > M 2 ). Again, we see that substantial amount of space is saved
with the second approach (of storing just the sums).
Lastly, the computational analysis for the multi-condition case is the following:
Storing all the values of (s and s would take CN(M + 1) + CN(M + 1)2 = O(CNM 2)
space. However, after observing the Equations 2.44, 2.45, 2.46, 2.47, 2.48, we can reduce
substantially the space needed. In more detail, from Equation 2.44, we see that M + 1
values are needed for the evaluation of lrt. Thus, we would need C(M + 1) values to store.
Also, from Equations 2.46, 2.47 and 2.48, we see that the storage of M + 1, M + 1 and
M 2 + M + M + 1 is required, respectively. Similarly, to the single-condition case, O(CNM)
will be needed for the storage of d(zt,, = j), ct,,, )(zt,, = j) , Vt E {0, ... , C - 1}, Vn E
{1, . . . , N}, j E {,... , M}. Thus, totally we need O(CNM) + M2 + (C + 4)M + C +
3Mu>>O(CNM) +0(M 2 ), which is substantially less than the originally required space of
O(CNM 2 ). As in the single condition case, we would additionally need the storage of CM+4
values for the lrts, 0, 01, 02 and v, something that does not change the space complexity of
the multi-condition case.
2.4 Temporal Coupling
In the temporal coupling case, we are interested in aligning events of different time conditions
together. The biological motivation for that is that events among different time conditions
that are in very proximal regions (between each other) should be aligned since there is
no strong reason for believing otherwise, e.g. that the binding motif of the TF has been
changed over time. Furthermore, we will test the hypothesis that by this method better
spatial resolution, sensitivity and specificity are achieved.
Therefore, we will first apply a simple independent mixture model (global mixture model)
in all conditions with a sparse prior (see Subsection 2.1.3 for a brief discussion on sparse
priors). This will provide all the candidate events that each condition can have. In a
second step, we will apply a simple independent mixture model on each condition separately
without a sparse prior (condition-specific mixture model) only on the candidate events that
previously the global mixture model allowed. So, by applying the global mixture model on
all conditions, we, first, enforce sparseness, a property that is desirable for this problem,
and, second, we create a set of candidate events that is accepted from the consensus of all
conditions. Afterwards, by running each condition on a condition-specific mixture model
without a prior (on prior weights) only on the components allowed by the previous step,
we guarantee that the discovered events would be condition-specific yet as constrained as
possible to be in a very close if not the same location with the same event on the other
conditions. The plate notation of a simple mixture model is shown in Figure 2-6. Remember
from Section 2.2 that with a we represent the parameters of the sparse prior, with 7r the
prior weight of the components, with z, the assignment of a read to a component and with
x the position of a read.
Obviously, the independence assumption between observed and hidden variables is quite
simplistic but as it will become clear later in the Results Section, it is well applicable for
this problem.
Besides, as it was mentioned, we let each condition determine its events based only on the
condition-specific data (without the use of a sparse prior). In that way, for each condition
Figure 2-6: Simple Mixture Model.
This figure shows a simple mixture model where independence between different observed
(Xzs) and hidden (zns) variables is assumed. There also could be a prior (a) on the prior
weighting (7r).
we find the events that best fit the data of this condition but are still permitted from the
consensus of all the conditions through the use of the global mixture model at the previous
step. The aforementioned are pictorially summarized in Figure 2-7):
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Figure 2-7: Temporal coupling between conditions.
In the first step of this method, "candidate" events are first discovered based on all conditions
by a simple mixture model with a sparse prior (global mixture model). In the second step,
these events are used as a "mask" for the discovery of events on each condition separately.
That is to say, the events of each condition are discovered based only on the data of this
condition after searching from the set of "candidate" events that the global mixture model
generated.
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2.4.1 Temporal Coupling Algorithm
At this point, we will cite the algorithm of this method.
Temporal Coupling Algorithm
while (EM not converged yet) {
For iteration i:
1. Evaluate 7r() on all conditions using a Simple Mixture Model
with a negative Dirichlet-type sparse prior
2. Evaluate 7r, on each condition using a Simple Mixture Model
without a prior as:
(a) 7rtint r ,il. * 7r..(i) a
(b) .~z~~)i) c (inter)(b) cx 7r
(C) Ir ocN -y(zt, M)G
3. Check convergence based on 7r
}
A.* B indicates component-wise multiplication. That is, every element of matrix (vector)
A is multiplied with the corresponding element of matrix (vector) B.
It is worth reminding that with 7r() and 7rt , we denote the probabilities of the com-
ponents for all the data and the data at tth condition in ith iteration of the algorithm,
respectively. Also, -y(zt,n)(i) denotes the posterior probability of a read being assigned to a
component given that it is placed in position Xt,n (P(Zt,n = jlXz,n)) in ith iteration of the
algorithm.
In the place of 7r(i) in (2.a), we could have 1(7r(') f 0), where we would have ones only
on the places of 7r(')s with non zero components. Thus, the global prior could also be used
as a "mask" allowing only "candidate" events supported by the consensus of all conditions.
Besides, we expect the algorithm to converge since convergence is sought on all conditions,
however, the log-likelihood of the data in each condition is not guaranteed to monotonically
increase because of the intervention of global 7r 's in the evaluation of y(zt,n)'s during the
E-step in each condition.
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Chapter 3
Results
In this chapter, we are going to show results on the previously described methods. First,
we are going to talk about the read distribution (p(xnlz,)) we used in our experiments in
Section 3.1. Later on, we will present results based on the Spatial Coupling method ( Section
3.2) and afterwards results based on the Temporal Coupling one ( Section 3.3).
In more detail, in Section 3.2, we will show that Spatial Coupling clearly underperforms
the Simple Mixture, in general, both in terms of failing to achieve sparseness and having
much greater running time. The events, however, having the highest probabilities seem to
be satisfactorily close to the true ones and even outperform the ones predicted by the Simple
Mixture as shown in Figure 3-7.
For the case of Temporal Coupling, we both tested it on synthetic and real data. On synthetic
data, we created a region where true events were aligned (Z:0-800) and a region where true
events were not aligned (Z:0-900). In almost all cases, except for the alignment feature
that the algorithm enforces, it manages to restrict the number of False Positive (FP) events
as shown in Figures 3-14c, 3-16c, 3-19, 3-22. In addition, Temporal Coupling in the
case of aligned true events (Z:0-800), showed more robustness in calling events on the same
locations across repetitions. See Figure 3-14b. The distance also between predicted and
true events is lower than the Simple Mixture ( Figure 3-17), although the Simple Mixture
performs better when events are not aligned (Z:0-900). See Figure 3-20.
3.1 Read Distribution
In this section, we will briefly describe how we obtain the read distribution, which essentially
represents the emission probability p(XnizI = j) for each read, indicated by the symbol H ,j.
In short, we first find the peaks of the regions (we are interested in) with one of the tools
we previously described. Then, we keep the most enriched ones and after having determined
the centers of each one of these, we sum the read counts (for each strand) together to obtain
a general peak profile for both strands as depicted in the midpart of Figure 3-1. Lastly,
we mirror the reverse read distribution w.r.t. the start of the origin to obtain the general
read distribution H, which we are going to use in our model. The above are summarized in
Figure 3-1.
3.2 Spatial Coupling Results
In this section, we are going to compare the Spatial Coupling method with the simpler one
of a Simple Mixture model with a sparse prior (as presented in Figure 2-7). As we will
see, the Simple Mixture model will prove superior to the Spatial Coupling one in terms of
running time and event discovery power. In addition, the sparseness characteristics are much
more apparent in the Simple Mixture model than the Spatial Coupling one.
Besides, it is worth mentioning that in this set of experiments, we use three different
flavors of the Spatial Coupling method. The first one was described in Figure 2.3, the
second one still retains the error model introduced in the original method, but it considers
the transition probabilities as discrete random variables learned by the model. The Gaussian
dependence of a component based on its surrounding ones is introduced during initialization.
Lastly, in the third one, we additionally ignore the error model, degenerating it to a simple
HMM with a sparse prior.
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Figure 3-1: Read Distribution.
This figure illustrates how the distribution of a read is generated. The reverse read distri-
bution (curve in red in the mid part of the figure below the x-axis) is mirrored w.r.t. y-axis
and flipped w.r.t. x-axis and then the two are summed up to give the final read distribution
(curve in blue in the bottom part of the figure).
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3.2.1 Toy Example
Before presenting the results, we will briefly explain the process of generating the toy data.
We chose to create a region of length of 60 bp and (true) events placed at positions 1, 20,
21 and 50. We assigned some strength to each event constraining all strengths to sum to
one. Afterwards, we sampled a number u from a uniform distribution in the range [0,1,
and assigned a hidden variable to the position of the event with cumulative probability that
was the least greater to this uniform number u. Lastly, we assigned a value for an observed
variable based on the value of its corresponding hidden one and using a Binomial distribution
as our emission probability with a standard deviation of 5. With this process, we created
10, 000 reads.
During the learning phase, we trained these data both on the Simple Mixture and the
simplest version of the Spatial Coupling method. For both methods, the value for the sparse
prior was set to 10 (a = 10. See Subsection 2.1.3). The results are depicted in Figure
3-2. As we see, the Simple Mixture model (upper subfigure) discovers all the true events
plus an additional one (False Positive) in position 5, while the Spatial Coupling one (bottom
subfigure) fails to identify the events at positions 20, 21 and calls many more around event 50,
however, with much lower weight, due to the chaining nature of an HMM. That is, if a (False
Positive) event is initially called in a position, then because there is a dependency between the
assignments of neighboring reads (favoring the calling of potential event positions) which are
close to an already called event, this cascading is spread throughout the subsequent positions
as well, assigning a very low yet non zero probability to these positions.
In addition, the "sparsity" feature does not work as effectively in the Spatial Coupling
case as the Simple Mixture one. This is mainly because the sparse prior on the Simple
Mixture model performs on all variables, while the sparse prior on an HMM performs only
on the first variable, and, subsequently, expects to cascade the "sparseness" to the rest of
the variables as well through their dependencies expressed by the transition probabilities.
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Figure 3-2: Toy example for the Spatial Coupling method.
This figure shows the comparison performance between a Simple Mixture model and the
Spatial Coupling one in a single condition. The Simple Mixture model (upper subfigure)
managed to uncover all the true events plus an additional (false positive) one. On the
contrary, the simple Spatial Coupling method (bottom subfigure) fails to detect two of the
events while it discovers the other two and a whole lot of other weak ones.
Red lines represent the positions of the true events; that is, 1, 20, 21, 50. Green lines indicate
predicted events.
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3.2.2 Real Data
We used Oct4 Chip-Seq data coming from murine ES cells which were grown under typ-
ical ES cell culture conditions. Treated cells and non-treated controls were stained with
primary antibodies against Oct4 and Sox2 and then were chromatin immunoprecipitated,
and after sonication, the fragments were processed by the Illumina/Solexa sequencer [1].
We ran the Simple Mixture model and the Spatial Coupling one on several test regions.
For both methods, the value for the sparse prior was set to 10 (a = 10. See Subsection
2.1.3). Since, as we mentioned, the Spatial Coupling method cannot enforce sparseness in
the degree that the Simple Mixture does, we chose the most significant peaks (those with
the highest probability) that the two algorithms predicted. Before discussing the results
further, it is worth mentioning the color coding we will adopt. With blue color, we will
depict the counts of forward ('+') reads, while with red, the counts of reverse ('-') strands.
The first lane will represent the IP (Oct4) channel with the second lane the control channel.
The third lane represents Oct4's binding motifs. The black color represents a significant
motif. In addition, the last two lanes, represent the peaks discovered by the Simple Mix-
ture and the Spatial Coupling model, respectively. Lastly, we will represent a region by
chr-id:region-start-regionend. E.g., 3:235,000-237,000 indicates that the region is at
chromosome 3 and starts and ends in 235,000 and 237,000, respectively. Coordinates are in
base pairs (bp).
Following, we present the results on some of these regions. First, we investigated the
region 3:34,837,000-34,839,000. As we see, the two methods perform very similarly. In
addition, the motif being at position 34,837,955 is closer to the peak predicted by the Spatial
Coupling than the one predicted by the Simple Mixture (see Figure 3-3).
In the second example (concerning the region 13:57,371,000-57,373,000), the peaks pre-
dicted by both methods are still very close to each other, but this time the peak discovered
by the Simple Mixture model falls into the motif location (position: 57,372,394), while the
one found by the Spatial Coupling is 10 bp apart (see Figure 3-4).
In the third case, being region 17:53,026,000-53,028,000, there are two Oct4 motifs within
a distance of 36 bp where the predicted peaks by both methods are located. The one
predicted by the Simple Mixture model falls into the location of the one of the motifs, while
the one found by the Spatial Coupling methods falls in the middle between the two motifs
(see Figure 3-5).
Lastly, we examined the region 18:31,711,000-31,713,000. Here, both peaks are located
almost on the same position (with 3 bp difference) and are very close to an Oct4 motif
(being at position 31,711,952). The peak found by the Simple Mixture model is located
at 31,711,959, while the one predicted by the Spatial Coupling one is located at position
31,711,962 (see Figure 3-6).
For a thorough comparison, we tested both methods' performance on 1,503 regions. Out
of all these regions, 726 were within a window of 25 bp to a motif using a threshold of 7.99
which corresponds to 0.1% FDR ratio of the motif "Oct4 TRANSFAC 10.4, M01125". As
noted previously, we kept only the highest scoring peaks, those with the maximum assigned
prior weight since the Spatial Coupling method cannot enforce sparseness in a satisfactory
degree as the Simple Mixture method does.
Spatial Coupling seems to do slightly better than the Simple Mixture one but considering
the much greater running time it requires and the poor sparseness enforcement, we can say
that Simple Mixture does better in general.
The running time of each region was on the order of seconds (~2.5-6.5 sec) for the Simple
Mixture model, while on the order of minutes (~8-14 min) for the Spatial Coupling one.
The experiments were run on a Mac OS X 10.5 (2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo, 4 GB memory).
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Figure 3-3: Comparison between Simple Mixture Model and Spatial Coupling.
Region 3:34,837,000-34,839,000.
The two methods predict peaks almost at the same position and very near an Oct4 motif.
Yet, the peak outputted by the Spatial Coupling method is a bit closer to the motif than
that of the Simple Mixture Model.
Blue lines represent the counts of forward ('+') reads, while red lines the counts of reverse
('-') reads. Black bars indicate Oct4 motifs. The last two lanes show the peaks that each
method predicts.
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Figure 3-4: Comparison between Simple Mixture Model and Spatial Coupling.
Region 13:57,371,000-57,373,000.
The two methods predict peaks near the motif, although the one found by the Simple Mixture
model performs a bit better by falling exactly inside the motif location.
Blue lines represent the counts of forward ('+') reads, while red lines the counts of reverse
('-') reads. Black bars indicate Oct4 motifs. The last two lanes show the peaks that each
method predicts.
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Figure 3-5: Comparison between Simple Mixture Model and Spatial Coupling.
Region 17:53,026,000-53,028,000.
The peak predicted by the Simple Mixture model falls into the location of one of the motifs,
while the peak detected by the Spatial Coupling is located in the middle of the two motifs.
Blue lines represent the counts of forward ('+') reads, while red lines the counts of reverse
('-') reads. Black bars indicate Oct4 motifs. The last two lanes show the peaks that each
method predicts.
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Figure 3-6: Comparison between Simple Mixture Model and Spatial Coupling.
Region 18:31,711,000-31,713,000.
Here, both peaks are within 10 bp distance from the motif located at position 31,711,952.
The peak predicted by the Simple Mixture model performs slightly better by being 3 bp
closer to the motif.
Blue lines represent the counts of forward ('+') reads, while red lines the counts of reverse
('-') reads. Black bars indicate Oct4 motifs. The last two lanes show the peaks that each
method predicts.
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Figure 3-7: Spatial Coupling versus Simple Mixture histogram.
This figure shows the histogram of the distances of predicted peaks to motif locations. Both
Spatial Coupling and Simple Mixture were run on 1,503 regions. Out of these, 726 were
within a window of 25 bp to a motif of value 7.99 (corresponding to 0.1% FDR ratio of
the motif "Oct4 TRANSFAC 10.4, M01125"). Only the highest predicted peak for each
region (those corresponding to maximum prior weight) was taken into consideration. It is
shown that the Spatial Coupling performs slightly better than the Simple Mixture one with
a mean distance of 4.5 bp versus 7 bp that the Simple Mixture achieves. However, the poor
sparseness that it enforces and the prohibitive running time makes the use of this method
inexpedient.
3.3 Temporal Coupling Results
We are going to test the Temporal Coupling method across multiple conditions and compare
it against running a Simple Mixture model in each condition both on synthetic and real data.
Our goal is to investigate how well aligned the events are across conditions, the sparseness
that each method achieves and test the hypothesis that the Temporal Coupling does better
compared to the Simple Mixture in terms of spatial resolution, sensitivity and specificity.
3.3.1 Synthetic Data
We created synthetic datasets simulating faithfully the read generating process. In more
detail, we determined in advance the true peaks, and then generated reads according to
the read distribution discussed in Section 3.1. The span of the read distribution we used
was from -300 to +299 bp (relative to an event). Also, in all of our tests, we used a noise
probability of 0.1. That is, we assumed that almost 10% of the generated reads were drawn
from an error model and distributed uniformly on the test region. The rest of the reads were
assumed to be generated from one of the events. Lastly, both for the case of the Simple
Mixture and that of the Temporal Coupling, we used the same value for the sparse prior,
that is a- was set to 10 (see Subsection 2.1.3).
For the purpose of testing the Temporal Coupling algorithm's performance against that
of the Simple Mixture we created two regions; one where all true events were aligned across
conditions (Z:0-800) and another (Z:0-900) where true events were not aligned across condi-
tions or were not present in all conditions. We created the first region (Z:0-800) to evaluate
how well the algorithm performs in a real world scenario, that is, when true events are located
on the same position across conditions, while the second one (Z:0-900) to test how robust
the algorithm is in an unreal scenario where true events are not aligned or even worse are
not present in all conditions. In other words, we would like to test if the algorithm persists
in calling False Positive events in positions where true events are not located due to its main
functionality of aligning predicted events.
Before discussing the first case, we will briefly explain the color coding we used. With
light blue color, we will depict the counts of forward ('+') reads, while with pink, the counts
of reverse ('-') strands. The red bars will represent the positions of the true events, while the
differently colored bars the predicted events in each condition. The height of a bar indicates
the strength of the event. Only for the case of Temporal Coupling, black bars indicate the
events discovered from the aggregation of data in all conditions and represent the candidate
events that each condition can have.
In the first scenario, we defined our events to be at positions 100, 200 and 500, thus
creating a region of length 801 bp, calling it Z:0-800. We created three datasets representing
three different conditions with unequal number of reads (10,000, 5,000 and 20,000 for the
first, second and third condition, respectively). Events at positions 100 and 200 were put
close enough on purpose so that the generated data in that location would be a convolution of
reads obtained by those two events. The third event at position 500 was distant enough from
the other two, so that the read landscape in that location would be only the outcome of a
large part of reads generated by that event and a smaller one generated from the background
(noise) model.
We first run this region on the Simple Mixture model on each condition separately. As it
appears on Figure 3-8, the fitting of this method creates many more events than the true
ones; 9, 7 and 9 events in conditions 1, 2 and 3, respectively. For the first condition, the
ones that are most significant and are also close to the true events are the ones at positions
119, 214 and 499. For the second, the most significant ones are at positions 129, 192 and
500, while for the third one, they are at positions 122, 203 and 505. Also, within a condition
around a significant event there are also a few others (much weaker) that are called. Thus,
not only the events are not aligned across conditions but within a condition there are many
weak false events (False Positives).
The Temporal Coupling method discovers only three events on the same positions for all
conditions. In more detail, events are discovered at positions 118, 207 and 507. The events
at positions 207 and 507 are very close to the true ones (at positions 200 and 500). However,
the event at position 118 is 18 bp away from the true event (at position 100). This may
be due to the fact that reads having the same distance upstream and downstream of two
events receive greater probabilities for the event downstream of them rather than the event
upstream of them. So, the predicted location is biased towards the downstream event of the
reads between 100 and 200 bp which in this case is the event at position 200.
To confirm our allegations on Subsection 2.4.1 about the fact that log-likelihoods of the
conditions are not guaranteed to increase, we present the log-likelihoods for the aggregated
data and the data for each condition in Figure 3-10. Initially, the condition-specific
log-likelihoods increase, but after a while they start to decrease since the algorithm gives
optimal solution at each step based on the aggregated data where sparseness is imposed via
the negative Dirichlet-type prior. So, the set of candidate events is not optimal for each
condition, separately. Nonetheless, after some "burn-in" period, since sparseness has been
extensively spread, the subset of candidate events is small, and, so, the algorithm for each
condition chooses a setting that does not differ much from the one at the previous step, thus
resulting in the increase of the condition-specific log-likelihood as well.
In the second case (Z:0-900), we deliberately chose the true events not to be aligned.
In other words, true events were located in slightly different positions across conditions.
In addition, not all events were present in all conditions. That way, we could test for the
algorithm's robustness. That is, if in this imaginary yet worst-scenario case, the Temporal
Coupling algorithm lacked its "event-alignment" capability and if it (falsely) detected events
in places where it should not.
In more detail, we considered three events for the first condition: {100, 200, 500}. We
set the number of events for the second condition to two. The events were at positions {70,
450} close to the ones in positions 100 and 500 of the first condition. Thus, the event at
position 200 was missing. In the third condition, we defined again two events, in positions
{230, 600}, thus lacking the event near position 100 present in the other two conditions.
We first ran this dataset on a Simple Mixture model for each condition separately. Here,
as in the previous case, many more than the true events were discovered. In detail, 6, 10 and
13 events were discovered for the first, second and third condition, respectively. The most
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Figure 3-8: Simple Mixture model on the test region Z:0-800.
By performing a Simple Mixture model on each condition separately, many more events than
the true ones are discovered. In addition, the most significant ones which are at positions
{119, 214, 499}, {129, 192, 500}, {122, 203, 505} for the first, second and third condition,
respectively are not aligned, whereas it was expected otherwise.
The true events are located at positions {100, 200, 500} in all three conditions. The counts
of forward ('+') reads are depicted with light blue color, while the counts of reverse ('-')
strands with pink. The red bars represent the positions of the true events, while differently
colored bars predicted peaks. The height of a bar indicates the strength of the event.
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Figure 3-9: Temporal Coupling model on the test region Z:0-800.
This method discovers only three events, the same number with that of the true ones. Fur-
thermore, they are aligned and located at positions {118, 207, 507}. The last two predicted
peaks are within an accepted range apart from the corresponding true events (at positions
200 and 500), considering the different number of reads for each condition and the noise that
is incorporated in the data. The first peak is slightly biased towards the second event due
to the larger impact that a downstream (compared to an upstream) event has to a read.
The true events are located at positions {100, 200, 500} in all three conditions. The counts
of forward ('+') reads are depicted with light blue color, while the counts of reverse ('-')
strands with pink. The black bars indicate the events discovered from the aggregation of
data in all conditions and represent the candidate events that each condition can have. The
red bars represent the positions of the true events, while differently colored bars predicted
peaks. The height of a bar indicates the strength of the event.
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Figure 3-10: Log-likelihoods of the data for the test region Z:0-800. Log-
likelihoods are not guaranteed to increase for condition-specific data.
The log-likelihood of the aggregated data (upper subplot in black color) is guaranteed to
increase since the EM convergence criterion is based on this. However, the log-likelihoods
of the condition-specific data initially increase and then decrease for some period since the
setting of values is not optimal for each condition separately but for all the data. After some
"burn-in" period, since the sparseness effect has been well spread out, the log-likelihods for
each condition start to rise again.
significant ones for the first condition were at positions (132, 216, 498, 507}. Especially, for
the last two, not only they do not agree with the true event at position 500, but they come
in contrast with biological intuition since two events are not expected to be in such a close
range.
For the second condition, it is even worse since the seven most significant events are at
positions (93, 94, 448, 454, 455, 457, 458}. Of course, events {93, 94} and {448, 454, 455,
457, 458} are close to the true ones 70 and 450, respectively, but again, there is a very close
distance between some predicted events, something which is not biologically interpretable.
Lastly, the five most significant events were at positions (222, 224, 244, 600, 606}. Again,
events at positions (222, 224, 244} and (600, 606} seem to correspond to true events at
positions 230 and 600, but the problem of closely called events pertains. Besides, events are
not called at positions way off the true ones, as expected since the Simple Mixture model
(with a sparse prior) is performed on each condition separately.
On the contrary, the Temporal Coupling algorithm achieves better results by identifying
fewer events and much closer to the true ones. More specifically, 5, 3 and 3 events are
detected for the first, second and third condition, respectively. The three most significant
in the first condition are at positions (117, 232, 453}, the two most significant ones for the
second condition at (117, 453} and for the third at (232, 605}. The algorithm tries hard
to align events even if they are not aligned in reality. The alignment is biased towards the
greatest event (in terms of position) of the group of events that are closest together across
conditions.
So, in the case of events at positions 100 and 70 (in the first two conditions), the place of
the alignment of the predicted events would be closer to 100 (because of the nature of the read
distribution that favors events downstream of a read as discussed earlier). In addition, since
there are also events in positions 200 and 230 for the first and third condition, respectively,
the alignment will move further towards point 200, since the assignment of reads in the range
[0-200] is also affected by these events. Thus, this results in an event at position 117 for
the first and second condition which is fairly close to the true one in the first condition (at
position 100), but a bit distant to the corresponding in the second condition (at position 70).
In addition, no event is predicted around this location in the third condition supporting the
fact that no true event was present around that location.
The story is similar for the next event predicted at position 232, which is 32 and 2 bp
away from the true events on the first and third condition, respectively. In addition, an event
at position 453 is found, only 3 bp away from the corresponding true event of the second
condition (at position 450). However, this peak is 47 bp away from the true event on the
first condition (at position 500). Lastly, an event in position 605 in condition 3 is detected
being just 5 bp distant from the true one on this condition (at position 600).
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Figure 3-11: Simple Mixture model on the test region Z:0-900.
The Simple Mixture model discovers many more events than the true ones. Furthermore,
there are events called in such a close distance something that comes in contrast with bi-
ological intuition. Again, as in the previous case, events are not aligned across conditions.
However, an advantage is that no events are called in positions far away from the true ones.
The true events are located at positions {100, 200, 500}, {70, 450} and {230, 600} for the
first, second and third condition, respectively. The counts of forward ('+') reads are depicted
with light blue color, while the counts of reverse ('-') strands with pink. The red bars rep-
resent the positions of the true events, while differently colored bars predicted peaks. The
height of a bar indicates the strength of the event.
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Figure 3-12: Temporal Coupling model on the test region Z:0-900.
In the Temporal Coupling case, far fewer events are discovered. Therefore, the algorithm
achieves better sparseness. Moreover, the events are aligned across conditions, seeking for
a compromise between closely located events in different conditions. In other words, the
predicted event is placed in a position between the close true peaks (different conditions).
Besides, events are generally called near to their true positions. So, when an event is missing
from a condition, it is not being called (in that condition) even if there are true events at
the same place in other conditions.
The true events are located at positions {100, 200, 500}, {70, 450} and {230, 600} for the
first, second and third condition, respectively. The counts of forward ('+') reads are depicted
with light blue color, while the counts of reverse ('-') strands with pink. The black bars
indicate the events discovered from the aggregation of data in all conditions and represent
the candidate events that each condition can have. The red bars represent the positions of
the true events, while differently colored bars predicted peaks. The height of a bar indicates
the strength of the event.
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Furthermore, to compare the performance of both methods, we created a dataset of three
conditions, each assigned 2,500, 1,250 and 5,000 reads, respectively and we run it on each
method for 1,000 repetitions. We selected three criteria for comparison; the distance between
predicted and true events, the distinct values of distances of a predicted to a true event and
the number of predicted events per true event. Moreover, a predicted event was considered
to correspond to a true event if it was within distance of 40 bp from it. Also, two predicted
events were assumed to be very close to each other, if they were assigned on the same event
and they were within distance of 20 bp to each other.We first run the dataset on a region
where all true events were aligned (Z:0-800) and a region where events were not aligned
(Z:0-900).
In region Z:0-800, the relative distances were comparable as shown in the histogram of
Figure 3-13. However, the Temporal Coupling is more robust in locating events in the
same position across repetitions as illustrated in Figure 3-14b. In addition, the Temporal
Coupling identifies much fewer false events as shown in Figure 3-14c. That is because
the alignment of events across conditions achieved by the Temporal Coupling prevents the
calling of spurious condition specific events.
In region Z:0-900, the mean distance of predicted to true events is smaller in the case
of Simple Mixture. That is because, the true events are not aligned, so the Temporal
Coupling makes a big compromise in trying to align the predicted events. This causes some
events to be far away from their assigned true events. In addition, this creates a bigger
range of distances between a predicted and a true event resulting in the Temporal Coupling
having more distinct values of distances than the previous case of Z:0-800. See Figure
3-16b. However, the Temporal Coupling still does as satisfactorily in terms of the number
of predicted events per true event as in the previous case of Z:0-800. See Figure 3-16c.
As aforementioned, this is due to the intention of Temporal Coupling to align events which
results in ignoring spurious ones.
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Figure 3-13: Histogram of relative distances between predicted and true events
for the region Z:0-800.
This figure shows the histogram of relative distances between predicted and true events for
the region Z:0-800 running on both the Temporal Coupling and the Simple Mixture for
1,000 repetitions. There are more counts under the histogram corresponding to the Simple
Mixture since more events are predicted in this case. As it is shown, both methods perform
similarly. The mean distances for Temporal Coupling and Simple Mixture are the same,
namely 17 bp.
The dataset was comprised of 2,500, 1,250, 5,000 reads for conditions 1, 2, 3, respectively.
For each condition, we set the number of forward and reverse reads to be equal.
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(a) The mean distance of predicted to true events is similar for both methods. This is justified
since both methods try to discover events by using the same underlying assumption, that
is, the assignment of a read to an event is independent on the assignment of the others. In
addition, since true events are aligned across conditions, Temporal Coupling does not have
to make a big compromise in aligning them.
(b) Temporal Coupling seems to be more robust than the Simple Mixture since the number
of distinct distance values between a predicted and a true event is less than the corresponding
number when run on Simple Mixture.
(c) Temporal Coupling performs even better when we compare the number of predicted
events per true event. Temporal Coupling is more parsimonious in terms of the number of
events it predicts compared to the Simple Mixture one. As shown in the subfigure, there
are almost 4,000 and 5,000 predicted peaks assigned to true events across all conditions
for the Temporal Coupling and the Simple Mixture, respectively. This accounts to 1.3 and
1.7 predicted events per true event for the Temporal Coupling and the Simple Mixture,
respectively.
A predicted event was assumed to belong to a true one if it was within distance of 40 bp to
it. Two predicted peaks were assumed to be very close to each other if they were assigned
on the same event and they were within distance of 20 bp to each other. The dataset was
comprised of 2,500, 1,250, 5,000 reads for conditions 1, 2, 3, respectively. For each condition,
we set the number of forward and reverse reads to be equal.
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Figure 3-15: Histogram of relative distances between predicted and true events
for the region Z:0-900.
This figure shows the histogram of relative distances between predicted and true events for
the region Z:0-900 running on both the Temporal Coupling and the Simple Mixture for 1,000
repetitions. There are more counts under the histogram corresponding to the Simple Mixture
since more events are predicted in this case. Simple Mixture provides better results than
the Temporal Coupling because in Simple Mixture events in each condition are predicted
based only on the condition-specific data, while in Temporal Coupling predicted peaks are
the result of a compromise between differences across data in different conditions. In the
case of region Z:0-900 where the true peaks are not aligned across conditions this creates a
larger offset between predicted and true events in each condition. The mean distances for
Temporal Coupling and Simple Mixture are 16 and 11 bp, respectively.
The dataset was comprised of 2,500, 1,250, 5,000 reads for conditions 1, 2, 3, respectively.
For each condition, we set the number of forward and reverse reads to be equal.
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Figure 3-16: Performance criteria for the Temporal Coupling and the Simple
Mixture for the region Z:0-900.
This figure compares Temporal Coupling and Simple Mixture on several performance criteria
for the region Z:0-900 after running it on each method for 1,000 repetitions.
(a) The mean distance of predicted to true events is lower in the case of Simple Mixture. Be-
cause in region Z:0-900, the events were deliberately chosen not to be aligned, this forces the
Temporal Coupling method to make a big compromise in positioning the predicted events in
order to make sure that they will be aligned across conditions. This results in the placement
of predicted peaks far away from the true events' locations.
(b) Temporal Coupling and Simple Mixture perform similarly regarding the number of dis-
tinct values between a predicted and a true event. True events are not aligned while not all
events are present in all conditions. This forces predicted events to be pulled towards only
one true event around a region with more than one events across conditions. For example, in
region Z:0-900, there is a true event located at position 100 in condition 1 and a true event
at position 70 in condition 2. Therefore, when the algorithm tries to locate the predicted
events, it inevitably forces some predicted events far way from the true ones by trying to
align events together. This increases the potential range of the distance of a predicted to a
true event, thus resulting in the dispersion of relative distance values.
(c) In Temporal Coupling less predicted peaks are discovered per event in all cases except
one (peak at location 200). There are peaks (at positions 230 and 600), where there is a
big overestimation on the number of events predicted around these locations. The Temporal
Coupling, however, keeps the number of predicted events (assigned to a single true event)
low in all cases.
Lastly, we attempted to assess the performance of each algorithm for different numbers
of reads. We created datasets of three conditions on a varying number of reads spanning
from 20 up to 7,500 reads for each condition. We run each dataset on each method for 10
repetitions and kept the average of the value that we were interested in. We compared the
mean distance between predicted and true events, the True Positive (TP) rate (known also
as sensitivity) and the False Positive (FP) rate (inverse of specificity) in two regions, one
where true events were aligned (Z:0-800) and one that were not (Z:0-900).
Since the value of alpha (a) essentially represents the minimum number of reads that
a component should have in order to be identified as an event, many more false positive
events would be expected to be called for an increasing number of reads. That is because
components near true events are assigned a larger count of reads as the size of the dataset
increases which exceeds the value of alpha by a large number especially if it is small value.
Thus, these events are eventually called because the number of their assigned reads did not
become less than alpha before the termination of the algorithm. This comes in contrast
with common logic since we expect the algorithm to perform better as more and more data
points are available. For this reason, we devised a way of evaluating alpha dependent on the
number of reads of the dataset and (the assumed) number of true events.
Briefly, we assume that we have N reads, the number of true events is K, and the events
are divided between 'strong' and 'weak' ones. Let's also assume that a 'strong' event is v
times stronger than a 'weak' one. We are interested in finding a value of alpha such that it
will be able to capture even the worst case which is the one when all true events are strong
but one. That is, we seek the least value of alpha such that it allows the discovery of true
events but is also big enough to avoid false positives. Skipping the derivation steps, the value
of alpha is given by:
N
a vK 
- (v - 1)
In our case, K = 3 and v is set to 10.
In region Z:0-800, the mean distance of the predicted to true events was lower in the case
of Temporal Coupling as shown in Figure 3-17. When true events are aligned, then the
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Temporal Coupling by considering reads in all conditions aggregated and in each condition
separately achieves first alignment and manages to locate them closely to the true ones. In
addition, the TP rates is 16% higher and the FP rate is 10 times lower.
In region Z:0-900, the mean distance in Simple Mixture is much lower than that of
Temporal Coupling. The reason is because the Temporal Coupling tries to align events even
if they are not truly aligned (as in this case). This results in some predicted events being
far away from their corresponding true ones. Nevertheless, the TP rate is only marginally
higher in Temporal Coupling and for medium or large number of reads, it is by 5-10% higher.
Regarding the running time of each region, it was on the order of minutes for both
methods. However, the constant factor for the Temporal Coupling was larger since in this
case, an additional step of running EM on all data at each iteration has been involved. More
specifically, the running times for regions {Z:0-800, Z:0-900} were {0.9 min, 1.1 min} and
{2.1 min, 1.4 min} for the Simple Mixture and the Temporal Coupling model, respectively.
The examples were run on a Mac OS X 10.5 (2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo, 4 GB memory).
In summary, the Temporal Coupling method achieves better sparseness than the Simple
Mixture one. It also tries hard to align events in order to satisfy the patterns of data for all
conditions simultaneously, but at the same time avoids to call peaks in places which do not
correspond to real events. Besides, a similar case to the one previously described holds for
the log-likelihood. That is, condition-specific log-likelihood are not guaranteed to constantly
increase after each of the algorithm's iteration since the convergence criterion is defined on
all data. (Data not shown here).
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Figure 3-17: Distance of predicted to true events for different numbers of reads
for the region Z:0-800.
This figure shows the mean distance of predicted to true events for both Temporal Coupling
and Simple Mixture on different numbers of reads for the region Z:0-800. The Temporal
Coupling method appears to outperform the Simple Mixture since almost for every different
number of reads it gives a lower distance of predicted to true events. On average, the mean
distance of a predicted to a true event is 12.7 bp in the case of Temporal Coupling, while
14.7 bp in the case of Simple Mixture. That is, on average the events are placed 2 bp closer
to their true positions in the case of Temporal Coupling.
The dataset was comprised of three conditions each having the same number of reads. We
run each dataset ten times on each method and kept the average distance.
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Figure 3-18: True positive rate (sensitivity) for different numbers of reads for the
region Z:0-800.
This figure shows the true positive rate (sensitivity) for both Temporal Coupling and Simple
Mixture on different numbers of reads for the region Z:0-800. TP rate is almost by 30%
greater in Temporal Coupling. We furthermore see that TP rate shows a more rapid increase
as the number of reads increases, while TP rate in Simple Mixture is kept almost on a
constant level for varying number of reads. Besides, the TP rate does not show a monotonical
increase since the value of alpha might have been set too high for some number of reads.
The dataset was comprised of three conditions each having the same number of reads. We
run each dataset ten times on each method and kept the average TP rate.
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Figure 3-19: False positive rate (inverse of specificity) for different numbers of
reads for the region Z:0-800.
This figure shows the false positive rate (inverse of specificity) for both Temporal Coupling
and Simple Mixture on different numbers of reads for the region Z:0-800. As it is shown, FP
rate is kept very low almost in all cases which indicates that the value of alpha has been set
satisfactorily high enough to avoid the calling of spurious events. In addition, we see that
Temporal Coupling does even better than Simple Mixture on that as it achieves an average
FP rate ten times lower than the one found in the Simple Mixture.
The dataset was comprised of three conditions each having the same number of reads. We
run each dataset ten times on each method and kept the average FP rate.
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Figure 3-20: Distance of predicted to true events for different numbers of reads
for the region Z:0-900.
This figure shows the mean distance of predicted to true events for both Temporal Coupling
and Simple Mixture on different numbers of reads for the region Z:0-900. As it was expected,
the Simple Mixture clearly outperforms the Temporal Coupling one. That is because the
true events are not aligned, and therefore the Temporal Coupling makes a big compromise
in trying to keep the predicted events aligned. This results in some predicted events being
far away from their assigned true events. On the other hand, since the Simple Mixture does
not enforce alignment and only predicts events based on each condition separately, it locates
events much closer to their true positions. On average, the mean distance of a predicted to
a true event is 16.3 bp in the case of Temporal Coupling, while 11.2 bp in the case of Simple
Mixture.
The dataset was comprised of three conditions each having the same number of reads. We
run each dataset ten times on each method and kept the average distance.
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Figure 3-21: True positive rate (sensitivity) for different numbers of reads for the
region Z:0-900.
This figure shows the true positive rate (sensitivity) for both Temporal Coupling and Simple
Mixture on different numbers of reads for the region Z:0-900. Even in this case, where
the true events are not aligned, the Temporal Coupling generally outperforms the Simple
Mixture. For medium or large number of reads (> 100), the TP rate is on the order of
5-10% higher in the case of Temporal Coupling. Since reads from all conditions are taken
into consideration as an aggregate in the case of Temporal Coupling it is more probable to
recover even the weakest events.
The dataset was comprised of three conditions each having the same number of reads. We
run each dataset ten times on each method and kept the average TP rate.
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Figure 3-22: False positive rate (inverse of specificity) for different numbers of
reads for the region Z:0-900.
This figure shows the false positive rate (inverse of specificity) for both Temporal Coupling
and Simple Mixture on different numbers of reads for the region Z:0-900. As it is shown,
FP rate is kept very low almost in all cases (in Temporal Coupling except for three) which
indicates that the value of alpha has been set satisfactorily high enough to avoid the calling
of spurious events.
The dataset was comprised of three conditions each having the same number of reads. We
run each dataset ten times on each method and kept the average FP rate.
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3.3.2 Real Data
For our analysis, we used RXR ChIP-Seq data in 6 conditions, presented in [15]. The
value of the sparse prior was set to 10 for both methods (a = 10. See Subsection 2.1.3).
Furthermore, for better visualization, only the last three conditions which are the most
abundant in terms of events will be depicted.
We first examined the region 2:98,462,850-98,464,098 on the Simple Mixture model ( Fig-
ure 3-23). Four, four and three events were discovered at positions {98,463,248, 98,463,315,
98,463,612, 98,463,799}, {98,463,242, 98,463,310, 98,463,610, 98,463,792} and {98,463,251,
98,463,629, 98,463,796}, for Day 3, Day 4 and Day 6, respectively. The corresponding events
across conditions are not well aligned to each other, having a distance of ±6 bp between
each other.
On the contrary, Temporal Coupling discovers events that are all aligned at positions
{98,463,245, 98,463,576, 98,463,637, 98,463,796} ( Figure 3-24). The event in 98,463,576 is
not present in Day 6 since there are less than six reads at each position around this location
for this condition. As previously, the log-likelihoods of the condition-specific data are not
guaranteed to increase at each iteration, since the convergence threshold is defined on all
data ( Figure 3-25).
Here, it is worth noting that there are events at some locations which are not discovered
by the two algorithms. For example, in positions around 98,463,350, 98,463,550. This is not
due to the algorithms' inadequacy of detecting the events but to the value of alpha (value of
the sparse prior) chosen each time. Essentially, the value of alpha represents the minimum
number of reads that an event should have to be called. So, since in this case the number
of reads around these positions does not exceed the number of 10, the events could not be
detected. Instead, these reads are assigned to the nearest stronger events which were already
assigned a number of reads greater than the value of alpha. In general, larger values of alpha
favor fewer number of events, while lower values fewer events.
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Figure 3-23: Simple Mixture model fails to align events on the region
2:98,462,850-98,464,098.
The predicted events are located at {98,463,248, 98,463,315, 98,463,612, 98,463,799},
{98,463,242, 98,463,310, 98,463,610, 98,463,792} and {98,463,251, 98,463,629, 98,463,796}
for Days 3, 4 and 6, respectively. Events are not aligned across conditions due to the slightly
different nature of the data for each condition something that comes in contrast with bio-
logical intuition.
The counts of forward ('+') reads are depicted with light blue color, while the counts of
reverse ('-') strands with pink. Differently colored bars represent predicted peaks. The
height of a bar indicates the strength of the event.
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Figure 3-24: Temporal Coupling model manages to align events on the region
2:98,462,850-98,464,098.
Events are discovered at positions {98,463,245, 98,463,576, 98,463,637, 98,463,796}. They
are aligned across conditions concurring to the fact that the TF motif remains the same in
different conditions.
The counts of forward ('+') reads are depicted with light blue color, while the counts of
reverse ('-') strands with pink. Differently colored bars represent predicted peaks. The
height of a bar indicates the strength of the event.
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Figure 3-25: Log-likelihoods of the data for the region 2:98,462,850-98,464,098.
Log-likelihoods are not guaranteed to increase for condition-specific data.
The log-likelihood of the aggregated data (upper subfigure) is guaranteed to increase. How-
ever, this is not the case for the condition-specific log-likelihoods as well, since the con-
vergence criterion is solely defined on all the data. Initially, the drop-off is steeper since
the candidate events that the global mixture allows may not include the events that are
optimal for each condition specifically. Nonetheless, after some iterations, the curve of each
condition-specific log-likelihood becomes smoother since the set of candidate events after a
large number of iterations is relatively small (due to sparseness) and does not change signif-
icantly. So, the optimal solution for each condition may indeed fall into the set of candidate
events that the global mixture of the method allows.
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The second examined region was 9:3,035,450-3,036,848 ( Figure 3-26). First, it was run
on the Simple Mixture model. The method seems to locate successfully events in regions
highly enriched in reads, but still no alignment is achieved. In more detail, seven, five
and four events are discovered in Days 3, 4 and 6. Four events are placed in very close
locations across all conditions but with a deviation from each other of ±8 bp which cannot
be interpreted biologically. For instance, around location 3,035,900, events are called at
positions 3,035,897, 3,035,904, 3,035,896 in Days 3, 4 and 6, respectively. Besides, two very
close strong events are called at positions {3,036,552, 3,036,554} in Day 4, which is obviously
an artifact, and an event around location 3,035,845 is missed in Day 6.
For the Temporal Coupling model, all events are aligned and located at positions {3,035,896,
3,036,085, 3,036,554} ( Figure 3-27). Events around 3,035,850 and 3,036,380 seem to be
missed by the method.
Lastly, we consider the region 9:35,054,500-35,055,573 ( Figure 3-28). The Simple
Mixture model identifies two events, at positions {35,054,938, 35,055,100}, {35,054,927,
35,055,087}, {35,054,963, 35,055,091} for Days 3, 4 and 6, respectively. As in the previ-
ous cases, events are not aligned to each other having a distance of ±15 bp.
Since the read landscape is essentially gathered in a region of width 290 (from 35,054,860
to 35,055,150), and the window of the read distribution is 300 (max{-299, 300}), the detec-
tion resolution can hardly be even finer. In simple words, the read distribution favors the
detection of events which hold some distance between each other comparable to the window
of the read distribution. Therefore, if there are non-continuous highly enriched locations
within this window, then the reads are assigned to the strongest events abiding by this
parsimonious policy.
When running it on the Temporal Coupling method, events are aligned and located at
positions 35,054,935 and 35,055,084 ( Figure 3-29). Similarly to the Simple Mixture model,
two events are only detected due to the aggregation of events in a small region and the
window of the read distribution.
Lastly, the running time of each region was on the order of seconds (-0.9-14.7 sec) for
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both the Simple Mixture and the Temporal Coupling model. The experiments were run on
a Mac OS X 10.5 (2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo, 4 GB memory).
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Figure 3-26: Simple Mixture model does not enforce alignment on the region
9:3,035,450-3,036,848.
Events are discovered in highly enriched locations but there is a deviation of ±8 bp between
corresponding events across conditions, something which does not conform to biological
intuition.
The counts of forward ('+') reads are depicted with light blue color, while the counts of
reverse ('-') strands with pink. Differently colored bars represent predicted peaks. The
height of a bar indicates the strength of the event.
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Figure 3-27: Temporal Coupling model aligns events on the region 9:3,035,450-
3,036,848.
Events, which are all aligned, are discovered in three highly enriched locations. Two events
around 3,035,850 and 3,036,380 seem to be missed by the algorithm.
The counts of forward ('+') reads are depicted with light blue color, while the counts of
reverse ('-') strands with pink. Differently colored bars represent predicted peaks. The
height of a bar indicates the strength of the event.
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Figure 3-28: Simple Mixture model fails to align events on the region
9:35,054,500-35,055,573.
Events are detected at positions {35,054,938, 35,055,100}, {35,054,927, 35,055,087},
{35,054,963, 35,055,091} for Days 3, 4 and 6, respectively. As in the previous examples,
alignment is not achieved.
The counts of forward ('+') reads are depicted with light blue color, while the counts of
reverse ('-') strands with pink. Differently colored bars represent predicted peaks. The
height of a bar indicates the strength of the event.
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Figure 3-29: Temporal Coupling model enforces alignment on the region
9:35,054,500-35,055,573.
Events are detected at positions 35,054,935 and 35,055,084. Alignment is again guaranteed
coming into agreement with the fact that TF motifs remain constant across different condi-
tions.
The counts of forward ('+') reads are depicted with light blue color, while the counts of
reverse ('-') strands with pink. Differently colored bars represent predicted peaks. The
height of a bar indicates the strength of the event.
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Chapter 4
Discussion
In this thesis, we dealt with the development of probabilistic graphical models for the iden-
tification of binding events in ChIP-Seq data showing that they can effectively simulate the
read generating process. We aimed at two different problems; first, to discover binding events
in a single condition by exploiting the relative positions of reads, and, second, to ensure that
discovered events would be aligned across conditions since the motif of the TF is believed to
remain the same across conditions unless data indicate evidence to the contrary.
For the first problem, the so-called Spatial Coupling algorithm was devised where neigh-
boring reads which are sufficiently close together are encouraged to belong to the same event.
For this case, we applied an inhomogeneous HMM-like model where the assignment of a read
is dependent on the assignment of its neighboring read provided that are close enough to
each other.
We compared the performance of this method to the one of a Simple Mixture model,
where the independence assumption between all reads is taken into account. It was observed
that the Simple Mixture model outperformed the Spatial Coupling one in terms of achieving
better sparseness and locating more accurately the true events. In more detail, when both
methods were tested on toy data, where the true events were known in advance, the Simple
Mixture located successfully all the events (plus a False Positive one). On the other hand,
the Spatial Coupling, performed poorly identifying also many more weak events other than
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the true ones. In the case of real data, we compared only the most significant peaks of
both methods, since the Spatial Coupling detected many more weak events than the Simple
Mixture. It was observed that the peaks were called in very close positions for both methods
and were very close to an Oct4 binding motif. However, both in toy and real data, the
running time of the Simple Mixture model was orders of magnitude lower than the Spatial
Coupling one.
Summarizing, the Spatial Coupling does not hold the sparseness features that the Simple
Mixture model with a sparse prior does. This is maybe due to the fact that sparseness on
the Simple Mixture model is enforced directly on all the components, while sparseness on an
HMM is applied on the first data point and then is expected to be propagated on all the others
through the transition probabilities. However, this, as shown, has lower performance than
that of the Simple Mixture. In addition, if a false positive event receives some probability,
then this will be propagated to neighboring positions through the dependence between the
assignments of reads, which was a central assumption of this method. Lastly, the running
time for the Simple Mixture is on the order of seconds, while that of the Spatial Coupling on
the order of minutes, since at each iteration, the Forward-Backward algorithm is invoked for
the evaluation of the E step, something which adds considerable complexity to the method,
which is inexpedient for its performance results.
However, the assessment for the Temporal Coupling is different since the method achieves
exactly its goal; that is, to ensure sparseness and alignment between corresponding events
across conditions. As presented in the Temporal Coupling Section, all the data are consid-
ered first and trained on a Simple Mixture model with a sparse prior. This creates a set of
candidate events, which will be used in the next step as the set where each condition would
choose from based on the condition-specific data. That ensures two things; first, the events
would be aligned together since they are the outcome of the consensus of all the data (of
all conditions), second, the strength (weight) of each event will be determined based on the
data for each condition.
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For performance comparison, we tested the Temporal Coupling method against the Sim-
ple Mixture (by applying it to each condition separately) on both synthetic and real data.
In the case of synthetic data, the Temporal Coupling method identifies the same number of
events with the true ones. In addition, it locates them close enough to the true ones given
that there is convolution between reads belonging to closely located events and some added
noise on the data. On the contrary, the Simple Mixture model calls more spurious events
and even those being in highly enriched locations are not aligned across conditions.
In more detail, we showed that the Temporal Coupling except for achieving alignment in
general, it shows more robustness in terms of locating the predicted events at the same places
across repetitions and identifying fewer FP events. In addition, when the true events are
assumed aligned, the mean distance between predicted and true events is lower than that of
the Simple Mixture, and even the sensitivity and specificity is higher since the consideration
of all data across conditions in the case of Temporal Coupling assists in recovering even the
weakest events, thus increasing sensitivity and the aim for alignment prevents from calling
spurious events, thus increasing specificity. In the case where true events are not aligned,
however, it does worse in terms of the mean distance between predicted and true events.
However, it still provides better sensitivity. In the case of real data, Temporal Coupling
enforces alignment of events as well, while the Simple Mixture fails to do so. The presence
of a strong motif for these data could further establish the value of the algorithm.
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Appendix A
Abbreviations
Table A.1: Abbreviations.
Abbreviation Meaning
BN Bayesian Network
ChIP Chromatin Immunoprecipitation
ChIP-Chip Chromatin Immunoprecipitation on Chip
ChIP-Seq Chromatin Immunoprecipitation Sequencing
DBD DNA Binding Domain
DBN Dynamic Bayesian Network
EM Expectation Maximization
ES Embryonic Stem
FP False Positive
HMM Hidden Markov Model
PGM Probabilistic Graphical Model
PSWM Position Specific Weight Matrix
TAD Trans-Activation Domain
SSD Signal Sensing Domain
TF Transcription Factor
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